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Prof. Godwin Onu (right) receiving award from Rotary, presented by Rtn Barr Mrs Helen
Obi at Awka



Hon. Ben Nwankwo (Member representing Orumba North and South Federal Constituency in the

Federal House of Reps, Abuja) with Prof. Godwin Onu, Rector, Federal Polytechnic, Oko (right) when

the Representative visited the Polytechnic.

FED. POLY, OKO, INDIAN VARSITY, SIGN
MoU ON NANO TECHNOLOGY
REP LAUDS FED. POLY, OKO ON
INFRASTRUCTURE
AB APPROVES MOBILE COURT EXAM
MISCONDUCT REPORT



BODY MATERIALS
FEDPOKO, INDIAN VARSITY, SIGN MoU ON
NANO TECHNOLOGY

The Federal Polytechnic, Oko Anambra State has signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with an Indian University, Dr. Hari SinghGour Central
University India for the establishment of the department of Nano technology

Nano Technology is the application of very minute things to get better quality
products which cuts across all fields of sciences such as Chemistry, Biology,
Physics Material Sciences and Engineering.

The Vice-Chancellor of the Indian Varsity Prof. N.S. Gajbhiye before signing the
MoU at the Rector’s office at Oko expressed hope that the five-year-tenure
agreement would afford the two institutions opportunity to explore other areas of
research, adding that he was impressed by the commitment shown by Federal
Polytechnic Oko.



L-R: Prof. Godwin Onu signing MoU with Prof. N.S. Gajbhiye of SinghGour
Central University India.

The Rector Prof. Godwin Onu on his part noted that his vision was to make the
Polytechnic one of the best in the country, adding that the institution had signed a
similar agreement with another Indian Varsity, Sharda on renewable energy.

In the MoU, it was signed “based on the expertise available, it is the intention of
both parties to encourage joint research projects in various areas of science,
technology, humanities and management. Both parties will endeavour to enable
their faculty members to put joint projects and apply for funding to the appropriate
agency”.

The two institutions, the Agreement continued “will support research and

development projects in the areas of science, technology, humanities and
management by providing research and technical support to the extent agreed
upon”



Other areas of understanding signed by the institutions included utilization of
facilities, faculty visits and seminars, intellectual properties rights among others.

In an international symposium to mark the occasion, experts from India and
Nigeria recommended that Nigeria and other developing countries needed to key
into material science if they must meet their development and economic needs.

One of the speakers, Prof. Enbee Singh, an expert on Nanotechnology and
Academic Coordinator of the Ph.D programme of the Sharda University, Greater
Noida, India, said there is so much that can be harnessed for the good of society
through nanotechnology.

In his paper titled, “Nano science and its Impact on Society,” Singh said for any
society to make any impact in the contemporary world, it must hook up to science
and technology.

“We are in a knowledge driven economy where material science plays a significant

role,” he said. “Nanotechnology is the biggest revolution today and it is nature’s

finest gift to mankind,” he added.



Prof. Enbee Singh presenting a souvenir from Sharda University, India to
Prof. Godwin Onu, Rector, Federal Polytechnic, Oko.

Nanotechnology, he said is the application of the knowledge of very small particles
of matter for fuel, energy storage, electronics, medicine and other uses.

Singh said unlike other forms of technology use, nanotechnology can freshen up
the air, reduce toxic gases and actually detoxify the environment.

“Nanotechnology is there for us to convert into commercial use for the betterment
of the society globally,” the professor added.

The Head of the Department of Industrial Chemistry, Nnamdi azikiwe University,
Awka, Prof. V.I.E. Ajiwe, who spoke on, “Impact of Renewable Energy

Technology on Society,” said there was enough wood and solar energy resources
available for Nigeria to harness.

He said the good thing about wood and solar energy was that they were renewable
and not wasting like petroleum and other hydrocarbons that are heavily depended
on by Nigeria for its energy needs.

He said these resources had the capacity of not only providing alternative sources
of energy, but could very well generate employment and boost local economies.

Other speakers were the Vice-Chancellor of the Dr. Hari Singh Gour Central
University, Prof. N.S. Gajbhie, who spoke on Higher Education in India and the
Director of the Electronics Development Institute, Awka, Dr. Michael Ndinechi,
who spoke on Domestic Application of Photo voltaic.



Mrs Chioma Awuzie, Coordinator, Renewable Energy Research and
Development Unit, Fed. Poly., Oko.

The Coordinator of the Renewable Energy Research and Development Unit of the
polytechnic, Mrs. Chioma Awuzie disclosed that another Indian university, Sharda
University Greater Noida was in Oko in May to carry out a resource inspection for
the establishment of the school of Renewable energy.

She said the Energy Commission of Nigeria has already approved the proposal for
the establishment of an Energy Centre at the Federal Polytechnic, Oko.



“Discussions are now going on with the Federal Government for its actualization.

Nano Science and Technology Department is in the pipeline,” she added.

The Rector of the polytechnic, Prof. Godwin Onu, called for more and effective
cultural and educational exchange programmes, which he said was an effective
way of promoting learning and development among countries.

He said, “The vogue in the world today is for academics to meet often for cross

fertilization of ideas in areas of science and socio-economy for improvement in
technological know how and theories.”

He said the new intakes for the School of renewable Energy Science will
commence registration soon, while a department of Nano Science and Technology
will commence soon.

Group Photograph of personalities at the event. Front L-R: Prof. Enbee
Singh, Mr. Fred Obodoeze (Poly Librarian), Prof. N.S. Gajbhiye, Prof.
Godwin Onu, & Dr. Michael Ndinechi (Director, ELDI, Awka, Right).



RECTOR SEEKS ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR
CAPITAL PROJECTS
The Rector, Federal Polytechnic Oko Prof. Godwin Onu has called for more
funding for the execution of 2012 Capital projects of the institution saying that
technical education offered by polytechnics remains key to industrialization and
economic development.

Onu who received combined officials of the Federal Ministries of Education and
Finance who came to monitor the first and second quarters of the 2012 capital
project execution described the institution as a polytechnic in a hurry to develop
and the fastest growing polytechnic across the Niger.

He commended the efforts of the Federal government in uplifting the status of
technical education in the country, which he described as key to industrialization
and economic development but decried the delay in the release of fund saying such
has stunted development of infrastructure in the polytechnic.

According to him, “we are aware of government’s efforts to ensure judicious use

of funds”, adding that delay in the release of funds for capital projects constrain
completion of projects on time.

He disclosed that the polytechnic has among other things in the 2013 budget
planned for the establishment of the Department of Mechatronics, which according
to him is a meeting point for Mechanical, Electrical and Electronics Engineering,
adding that the cheapest machine costs about $1 million to acquire.

Onu disclosed further that the Institution was perfecting plans for the establishment
of school of Marine and Aeronautic Technology, assuring that the Polytechnic
would also establish the Department of Nano Technology that will specialize in
micro chips production and called for more funds to achieve the feats.



Director, Physical Planning, Arc. U.S.P. Ezeokafor (right) taking the officials
round the projects

The leader of the group, Barde Galtima said their mission was not to witch hunt
any body or institution but to strictly monitor the use of allocations for capital
projects, adding that such exercise was routine.

He lauded the Polytechnic management for the peaceful and cordial atmosphere in
the institution, which he said would to a greater extent ensure development and
promised to take backRector’s message to the ministry.

VISION 20:2020 DOUBTFUL, SAYS OBI,
OSISIOMA
–As Accountancy Dept holds National Conference

A member of the National Economic Team and Governor of Anambra State, Mr.
Peter Obi, has said it is doubtful if Nigeria can become one of the world’s biggest

economies by the Year 2020.

The governor’s view was recently presented at the Federal Polytechnic, Oko by his
Chief of Staff and Commissioner for Budget and Economic Planning, Prof.



Chinyere Okunna, at the opening of the Department of Accountancy National
Conference.

Okunna said though it was possible to achieve the Vision 20:2020 dream,
indications on the ground showed that serious efforts were yet to be directed at its
realization.

Prof. Chinyere Okunna, Chief of Staff and Commissioner for Budget and
Economic Planning, Anambra State.

“I am not sure whether the governor believes in the vision or not. But we are
trying to see if it can work,” she said.

She said for Nigeria to become the 20th biggest economy, it must work hard
enough to displace Poland, which is the current 20th

on the list. “As an optimist, I

believe we can do itif we try,” she added.



Prof. Ben Osisioma of the Accountancy department, Nnamdi Azikiwe University,
Awka, who presented the lead paper at the conference, also doubted Nigeria ’s

capacity to realize the Vision 20:2020.

In his paper titled, “Nigeria’s Vision 20:2020; Vehicle for National

Transformation,” Osisioma said Nigeria was far from being one of the biggest
economies of the world.

He said the country was still faced with huge issues of good governance,
corruption, transparency, industrialization, economic diversification and promotion
of agriculture.

He attributed the nation’s economic woes to“overdependence on oil, lack of
manufacturing base, bloated and corrupt public service, a private sector that is
parasitic on government, high level of poverty and a gross abuse of the budget
process”.

“For Vision 20:2020 to be achieved therefore”, the professor said“Nigeria must
pursue massive provision of employment, reduce the level of poverty, provide
genuine transformation, provide industrial infrastructure and generate and
distribute power effectively”.

Osisioma, who regretted that Nigeria’s economy was still in the hands of

foreigners, urged government to go back to long term economic planning as
against the present short term policies that respond only to spurs of the moment.

He called on all Nigerians including the political leadership and layout movements
to ensure that every available resource of the nation was mobilized efficiently and
added to the national income.

Chairman of the occasion, Prof. J.C. Okoye, said Nigeria’s problem was not lack

of vision, but the transformation of the vision to mission and to get the nation to
where it ought to be.

He said countries such as India , Ghana and Japan were able to recover from their
economic downturns to become giant economies in the world because they kept to
their plans and vision of recovery.



Group photograph of dignitaries at the workshop

The head of Accountancy Department, Mr. Chikwelu Mbonu in a vote of thanks
commended the Rector, Prof. Godwin Onu especially in areas of capacity building
for the staff.

He said the conference was part of the Department’s contribution in build a virile

Nigeria that will compete favourable among other nations.

ONU BAGS RECTOR OF THE MOMENT AWARD

The Law Students Forum of the National Open University of Nigeria last week
conferred the Rector of the moment on the Rector of the federal polytechnic Oko,
Prof. Godwin Onu citing his developmental strides in the institution as the reason
for the award.

Others who bagged various awards as part of activities marking the law week were
the Governor of Anambra State, Mr. Peter Obi, Senator Chris Ngige, Prof. Peter
Onwualu, Chief Victor Ilozuluike, Hon. Gabriel Okoye among others. They were
chosen for excelling in public service.

In his address the Chairman of the Law Students Forum, Mr. Anthony Okafor
saluted his colleagues for making the day a reality, describing them as people of
“great courage, resourcefulness, ardour and candour”.



According tohim, “we have absolute joy to be part of this academic innovation in

Nigeria, an innovation that will give mass literacy to greater majority of the
populace of this country”, adding that the essence of the law week was to

familiarize on the realities of life.

Left: On behalf of Law Students Forum of the National Open University of
Nigeria, His Majesty, Igwe P.M. Okeke of Abagana presenting the award to
Onu (Right) at Abagana.

Earlier the Awka Study Centre Director of NOUN, Dr. Nnaka Chibuogwu
welcoming the people said the ceremony “for the students reduces the loneliness of
a distant learner and provides a forum for interaction with senior members of the
Bar and Bench”.

He disclosed that NOUN is a Federal Government institution established to
provide wider access to education generally but specifically in higher education in
Nigeria through the open and distance learning mode, adding that it has 47 study
centres across the country.



Prof. Godwin Onu and wife, Ngozi displaying his award.

Responding after the award, Onu expressed his determination of making the
Polytechnic a first class institution, adding that it was what one was able to do
while in office was what really mattered in life and not how long the person stayed
in office.

He acknowledged the importance of judiciary in democracy, stressing that
democracy can only survive on the strength of an ebullient judiciary.

He decried cases of double and contrary ex-parte orders by the judiciary but
enjoined all to join hands in making Nigeria great.

REGISTRAR COMMENDS NASU ON CAPACITY
BUILDING

The registrar of the Federal Polytechnic, Oko, Mr. Tony Olih Nwaokolobia has
commended the Non Academic Staff Union (NASU) for organizing workshop on
capacity building, saying that it remained the key for development.



Nwaokolobia, who spoke at a two-day workshop organized by NASU urged the
participants to put to use what they learnt, adding that by doing so the essence of
the workshop was not lost.

Nwaokolobia, speaking at the workshop

He noted that NASU remains a very important tool in the administration of the
polytechnic, adding that the theme of the workshop,realization of the polytechnic
of the moment through the creation of effective and efficient workforce wasvery
apt.

The Oko chapter Chairman of NASU, Comrade Ikechukwu Ezenwankwo thanked
the members of the union for turning out en masse.



He commended Nwaokolobia for his initiative and efforts at ensuring that the first
capacity building workshop of the union was a reality.

Ezenwankwo, NASU Chairman

Ezenwankwo, expressed delight with the management of the institution in the
effort to reposition the polytechnic and urged members of the union to key into the
development vision of the polytechnic and not to derail the vision.

OKO POLY HOLDS SCREENING EXERCISE FOR
JAMBITES

The Federal polytechnic Oko successfully held its Post Unified Tertiary
Matriculation Exercise (Post UTME) for candidates who applied to study in the
institution.



The exercise which saw a very huge number of candidates lasted for three days
while the supplementary screening exercise has been slated for September 28th this
year.

Rector (right) monitoring conduct of the exercise

Most of the candidates who spoke with Polynews said their preference for the
Polytechnic was as a result of the conducive environment for learning.

One of the candidates, Miss Ebere Promise Kanu said she was impressed with
what she saw at the polytechnic, commending the management for conducting a
successful examination.

She said it was as a result of careful planning on the part of the polytechnic
management that made the exercise hitch free and prayed she will gain admission
into the polytechnic.

The result of the examination, POLYNEWS reports was released online the next
working day after the examination.



During the exercise, the Rector, Prof. Godwin Onu and other management team
were at the gate of the Polytechnic clearing the candidates after which they were
transported free to the extension site of the Polytechnic while others stayed at the
main campus of the polytechnic to write the examination.

ROTARY HONOURS ONU WITH DOUBLE
AWARDS

The Rotary Club of Awka Metropolis, District 9140, Awka has honoured the
Rector, Federal Polytechnic, Oko, Prof. Godwin Onu with double awards of Paul
Harris Fellow and the Award of Vocational Service of Excellent.

In a colourful ceremony at Sun City Hotels, Awka to mark the event, the Rector
was not only decorated for his generosity to the wretched of the earth but also for
the massive transformation of the Institution to a Polytechnic of the Moment.

Expressing gratitude for the gesture, Prof. Onu said that his primary aim in life is
to leave a legacy of service to humanity.

According to him,“We all owe it as a duty to render services to the people. In the

Polytechnic where am rendering services, we are providing state of the art facilities
for training. We are also embarking on human capacity development”.

“We are building a digital Institution of the present and the future and we are

supporting our efforts with financial prudence to help us achiever our set goal”.
Onu stated.



Prof. Onu (right) receiving award from Rotary

He Commended Rotary Club, Awka Metropolis for finding him worthy to be
recognized stressing that the award is a call to greater duty.

Earlier in a maiden address the newly installed President of the association
Rotarian Henry Onuorah said that those being honoured were people who have
distinguished themselves in service to God and humanity.

He called on other Nigerians to toe the line of charity stressing that many Nigerian
need assistance and it is only through charity that their life will be affected.

Presenting the award on behalf of the club, Rotarian Helen Obi, a lawyer, lauded
the transformation brought by the leadership of Prof. Onu in Federal Polytechnic,
Oko and described him as a digital Rector.

Shesaid “Onu is not only interested in the physical transformation of Oko. He is a
lover of good environment; hence the overall beautification and landscaping of the
Polytechnic environment”.



Poly PRO, Obini Onuchukwu (presented Onu’s citation).



Prof. Onu (3rd left) addressing Rotarians at Awka

Prof. Onu was honoured alongside other notable Nigerians like the Anambra State
Commissioner of Police, Ballah Magaji Nassarawa, The Vice Chancellor, Nnamdi
Azikiwe University, Awka, Prof. Boniface Egboka, The Acting Managing
Director, Anambra Broadcasting Service, Awka, Sir Oseloka Offoh among others.

OKOPOLY EMERGES BEST IN COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING IN SOUTHEAST

The Computer Science department at the Atani campus of the Federal Polytechnic
Oko has emerged the best in computer programming competition in the southeast
zone of the country.

The competition was organized by the Southeast Chapter of the Nigerian
Association of Computer Science Students (NACOSS) at its zonal convention.



The campus also took the third position on Computer Networking and equally took
the fifth and sixth position on Software exhibition.

The students who were led by the Director of the Campus, Mr. Rowland Ofulue on
a solidarity visit to the Rector of the Polytechnic, Prof. Godwin Onu also presented
the trophies they won to him.

Head of the Department (Computer Science), J. C. Anameje and Coordinator,
Atani Campus, Rowland Ofulue during the presentation.

Ofulue commended the Rector for the support and his visionary leadership, adding
that the campus had never had it so good before Onu came on board.

In his response, Onu congratulated the students for doing the polytechnic proud
and urged them to strive more to bring more laurels to the institution and
themselves.



Ho noted that his administration was committed to making Atani campus an ideal
one by the provision of necessary infrastructures, adding that the campus will soon
get a 5000 student-capacity e classroom.

He added that from the next academic session, electronic method of teaching will
be adopted by the polytechnic and informed them that the polytechnic has signed a
memorandum of Agreement with Afrihub for Information Communication
Technology development in the polytechnic.

The winning students in a photograph with the Rector (middle) displaying the
trophy

The Head of the department, J. C  Anameje thanked the Rector for his focused
leadership and his appreciation of the challenges of the Campus.

He promised that the department will not relent in its efforts to emerge the best in
the country, adding the students will never disappoint the institution.

PANIC AS MORE LANDSLIDES SACK ANAMBRA
COMMUNITY
--Villagers Send SOS



People of Oko, Orumba North local government of Anambra State presently are
living under fear following more landslides that have ravaged parts of the
community since February 18th this year.

As a result most of the people, it was gathered have abandoned their ancestral
homes and are seeking refuge in neighbouring villages while some of the villagers’

houses have been ‘swallowed’ in the landslide.

When this reporter visited the area on Wednesday, it was a tale of woes and sorrow
by the people who were busy packing out of the area out of fear of being consumed
in another landslide which may occur any time.

Some of them, who spoke said the landslide has occurred about five times since
February when it first occurred adding that about 50 houses has been consumed
within the period.

Villagers, including pregnant women and toddlers sacked from their homes

The villagers, some of who addressed reporters carrying placards with various
inscriptions want the State and Federal Governments to come to their aid, adding
that they were tired of unfulfilled promises by the governments.



One of the victims, Ezeokeke Josiah said he lost over N7.5 million in the landslide
and called on the government to come to their aid.

The Chairman of Erosion Ecological Committee, Mr. Barnabas Nwafor described
the situation as hopeless as there appear to be no help in sight and recalled that the
first landslide which took place on February, 18 2012 jolted everyone.

Mr. Barnabas Nwafor, Chairman of Erosion Ecological Committee,
describing the situation

He said that as at that time people were still living around the area believing that it
will not occur again and pointed at the over 800 metres of land which was
consumed by the landslide in six months.

He attributed the continuous landslide to the washing away by erosion of a big
water channel constructed by the Alhaji Shehu Shagari/ Dr. Alex Ekwueme
administration, which has resulted in the heavy flooding of the gully in the area
which has triggered the landslide.

Nwafor, also blamed sand excavation around the local government for the gully
erosion which has ravaged the community fora long time, adding “we have written

the State government to send taskforce to stop further excavation of sand



especially from base around Amaokpala and Awgbu communities. But nothing has
been done assand excavators still operate between 11pm and 4am”.

He disclosed that the most ravaged in the community was his Ezioko Village
which has tried to no avail to contend the menace by forming several groups with
the mission of stopping further encroachment of erosion before the latest
development of landslide.

According to him, “every last Saturday of every month, the groups plant trees

along the erosion areas. Every family has been mandated to dig catchments pits
around their compounds to trap rain water (flood). Initially, when we noticed that
the water channel was being cut off by erosion, we bought about 200 bags of
cement to salvage it. But our efforts yielded little or no result as the water channel
was eventually cut off and since then the landslide has been occurring”.

He lamented that apart from the now cut off water channel constructed by
Shagari/Ekwueme regime, no other government has tried contending the erosion
menace, adding that even when the first landslide occurred, the government
presence was seen apart from the National Emergency Maintenance Agency who
brought in some relief materials like blankets, bags of rice and beans among others.

He appealed to the governments to come to their aid saying “what we want the

government to do now is just a palliative measure to stop the flood from entering
the gully by channeling it elsewhere. After the first landslide, the state government
came and made promises of awarding the contract but up till now nothing has been
seen”.



Villagers rescuing whatever they can, before another slide visits

Nwafor recalled also that the member representing them at the Federal House, Hon
Ben Nwankwo who visited after the first landslide expressed sympathy and
promised to take it up on the floors of the house but nothing has been heard.

“We have no other option than to turn to the Press at least to make our plights

known to the world, especially the Federal Government and the World Bank. We
feel the menace is beyond the State government though the State can still do
something to prevent further encroachment”. He stated.

Another leader in the village, Hon. Martin Ezeofor said his prayer is for the
government to come to their aid, adding “as it stands our houses have been

swallowed by the landslide. We are sending a Save Our Soul signal to the
government. We have been turned refugees in our land. Some of my kids have
stopped schooling”.

He commended NEMA for the relief materials it gave them in February but said
such materials were not really needed; adding that what the community needed
most was the control of the flood that has caused pains to them.

In his contribution, the secretary of the village and member of the community’s

Erosion vanguard Committee, Paulinus Ezenwizube said, “I want to appeal to the
Federal government via the State Government to come to our rescue. The



inhabitants of this area have become refugees in their ancestral homes. Erosion has
overtaken their living places. To be specific, about 50 buildings has been
consumed by botherosion and landslide and many more are endangered”.

He continued; “many people have come here in the past promising that the

situation would be controlled in no distant time but nothing has materialized. We
are appealing through this medium for government intervention. We need positive
action from the governments.

“The Village, on its own has tried. Even our brothers overseas have sent in some
money for more catchment pits around the area. The government should intervene
the menace is beyond the village and the community”. He said

It would be recalled that the traditional ruler of Oko, Prof. Laz Ekwueme, after the
first landslide in February while calling for assistance from the Federal government
and the World Bank warned that if nothing was done before the rainy season it
would escalate.

He had also disclosed that the contract for the control of the erosion which
probably triggered the landslide has been awarded for a very long time but was
abandoned for no known reasons and decried a situation where government play
politics with such important projects that will affect the lives of the citizenry.

According to him, if the menace was not checked before the rainy season, many
buildings will be eroded including his ancestral home because the abandoned
drainage project that has been controlling the erosion has been cut off by the
landslide.

The monarch’s Palace, it was gathered sits metres away from the site of the last
landslide.

In another development the Federal Polytechnic Oko, Anambra State has called for
the intervention of the Federal Government to tackle the issue of erosion which
was threatening to wash off its extension site.

The Rector, Prof. Godwin Onu who made the appeal when Hon. Ben Nwankwo
representing the area in the Federal House made a constituency tour said the
polytechnic resources cannot tackle the menace.



He said the menace of erosion which has rocked the host community was gradually
ravaging the extension site of the polytechnic and called for government assistance
in tackling the monster.

Nwankwo who decried the menace of erosion said he will raise the issue at the
House of Representatives and commended the Rector for the judicious use of
resources and ingenuity in turning the polytechnic around.

OKOPOLY HARPS ON SKILL ACQUISITION

The Federal Polytechnic Oko yesterday harped on skill acquisitions among
undergraduates of tertiary institutions in the country, insisting that it was through it
that the fight against unemployment can easily be won

At the workshop on entrepreneurship skill acquisition taggedProject- Creative
Living After School (PROJECT- CLAS)organized yesterday by the Polytechnic
management, students and staff were taught practical production of liquid
detergent and perfume among other skills..

Declaring the two-day workshop open, the Rector, Prof Godwin Onu  who was
represented by his Deputy  Dr.  Don  Mmuo said   the  Institution s Management
was totally committed  to making its graduates  employers of   labour   through
skill acquisition  training  that  guarantees   self reliance.

Mmuo maintained that the  Institution’s  Entrepreneurship  Development  Centre

has been equipped  with  modern  training  facilities  as well as skilled human
resources to train students, staff  and  other interested  individuals  on how to be
self productive.

He revealed that individuals have latent potentials which the center will develop,
thereby reducing the rate of unemployment drastically and advised every Nigerian
within the productive age to embrace entrepreneurship skill acquisition which will
help turn around the economy.

Contributing, one of the resource persons and Director of training Mekuso Links
Services, Nigeria Mr. Chukwuemeka Chukwu said the workshop was aimed at
awakening the latent potentials among youths.



According to him, PROJECT -CLAS is specially designed to inflame the
consciousness for self reliance among undergraduates, exposing them to practical
productions which they can depend on upon graduation.

“This project will help the youths create sources of livelihood, especially after
graduation instead of joining the already over stretched labor market.There will be
no doubt ,that majority of participants at this workshop will be more determined to
become formidable entrepreneurs and in turn help in the fight against
unemployment and poverty in Nigeria.” Chukwu said.

He revealed that Federal Polytechnic, Oko is the first Institution in the country that
is benefitting from PROJECT-CLAS.

R-L: Dr. Don Mmuo (Deputy Rector) and Sir. Benneth Ajakemo, Director of
the Entrepreneurship Development Centre at the workshop

Earlier in a welcome address, the Director of the Entrepreneurship Development
Centre of the Polytechnic, Mr. Benneth Ajakemo described entrepreneurship
activities as daily way of life that can help individuals become productive and
independent.

He thank the Polytechnic Management for including entrepreneurship studies into
the school’s curricular, adding that it  puts the institution’s graduates in a better

position to create employment.



Ajakemo charged the participants to use the opportunity created by the workshop
to learn skills that would help sustain themselves and the economy.

REP LAUDS OKOPOLY ON INFRASTRUCTURE

The Member representing Orumba North/South Federal Constituency at the House
of Representatives, Hon. Ben Nwankwo has lauded the Federal Polytechnic Oko
on the spate of infrastructural development at the Polytechnic.

Nwankwo, who was a student of the Polytechnic recently came to inspect facility
at the polytechnic which incidentally fall under his constituency.

The highly impressed lawmaker said the visit was like coming back to his roots
adding that the rector of the polytechnic, Prof. Godwin Onu has shown a high
sense of commitment in repositioning the institution and called on other heads of
institutions to emulate him.

Hon. Ben Nwankwo, conferring with the Rector, Prof. Godwin Onu

He recalled that the polytechnic’s auditorium where he was received used to be a

hall without louvers and marveled at its development.



Nwankwo commended Onu for making his alma mater proud, adding that before
the inception of Onu’s administration a tour of the polytechnic would take less than

fifteen minutes but noted that it took him hours to tour only the extension site.

According to him, “today what we have is a polytechnic university development

regime .What we have seen today is change in action. It is not easy. I implore all
the polytechnic stakeholders to give this new change a chance. What the rector is
doing is to move the polytechnic from analogue era to digital one. I am proud of
him”.

He decried the menace of erosion at the extension site and promised to present the
menace at the National Assembly for deliberation.

Onu on his part noted that paucity of funds has hindered his vision for the
polytechnic and disclosed that most of the ongoing projects were being executed
through Internal Generated Revenue of the institution.

He enjoined the Representative to join the crusade for upgrading the polytechnic to
a university of Science and Technology

OKOPOLY, AFRIHUB SIGNS ICT DEV.
AGREEMENT

The management of the Federal Polytechnic Oko has signed a Memorandum of
Agreement with AfriHub to build an International Information Communication
Technology centre.

The Rector, Prof. Godwin Onu who signed on behalf of the polytechnic said the
agreement was in line with his vision of developing a strong ICT base for the
institution.

The General Manager (operations) of Afrihub, Vitalis Ndu who led his team said
they will start work within seven days of signing the agreement.

The agreement expects that Afrihub builds a two storey building for the center and
provide internet facilities for the institution. They are expected to also train staff
and students on computer and internet.



L-R: Vitalis Ndu (Afrihub General Manager, Operations), Barr. Stanley
Okafor (Poly Legal Adviser) and Prof. Godwin Onu (Rector) during
exchanging agreements

Ndu said they were in kind of partnership with Fidelity Bank who will provide the
money to build the centre.

In another development the management of the polytechnic has finalized plans to
commence electronic teaching.

Onu who disclosed this recently said from the next academic session power point
method will be used to lecture the students, adding that the presence of Afrihub
will boost such arrangement.

He noted that the use of biometric identity cards will take effect from next session,
disclosing that the polytechnic will build electronic classrooms at all the campuses
of the polytechnic which could be only accessed with such biometric identity
cards.



FIDELITY BANK EXPRESSES DESIRE TO
PARTNER OKOPOLY ON ICT

The Fidelity Bank has expressed desire to partner Federal Polytechnic Oko on
Information Communication Technology (ICT).

The leader of the bank delegation Obi Nkiruka said the bank has an online
platform called Edu portal that help manage activities of institution.

She noted that with such online platform, fee management and other activities will
be easier and digitalized.

The Rector, Prof. Godwin Onu told them that the Polytechnic is ICT compliant,
adding that they were going beyond it and are organizing training for the bursary
unit on e-transaction.

He disclosed that the AFRIhub has also indicated interested to partner the
polytechnic on same ICT adding that very soon the institution would introduce e-
classrooms to aid learning and teaching.

UPDATE ON HANDOVER PROCEDURE

Management has observed that many members of staff are not familiar with the
contents of a handover note. Consequently, it noted that “for the avoidance of
doubt, the following constitute the contents of a handover note (Civil Service
Manual/Handbook, Page 66):

a. Details regarding content of the schedule of duties of the post.
b. Useful references to aid the officer taking over.
c. Unfinished matters eg. new policy issues.
d. Important replies to letters, inquiries, etc, expected.
e. Files marked B.U.



f. Dates of impending meetings, if any.
g. Matters being K.I.V.
h. Peculiar problems relating to the schedule which may be looked into by the

officer taking over as well as suggested rectifying measures.
i. Documents (usually references and reports), machinery and equipment being

handed over.
j. The notes, in triplicate, should end as follows:

Handed over by: Taken over by:
……………….. ……………….

(Names to be typed in) (Names to be typed in)
(Designation of Post) (Designation of Post)
Date……………….. Date………………..

MGBEMENA, AMAEFUNA, OTHERS GET STUDY
LEAVE

The Management of the Polytechnic has approved study leave for members of staff
as follows:

1. Mgbemena Okey, of the School of Applied Science got a part-time
study leave which took effect from the 2010/2011 academic session to
read Ph.D in Business Management at Ebonyi State University,
Abakaliki. The leave is expected to last for three years.

2. Amaefuna Jacinta N., of Academic Board Unit got a part-time study
leave which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to
undertake a Diploma in Business Administration and Management at
Federal Polytechnic, Oko. The leave is expected to last for three years.

3. Ume Theresa C., of Registry Unit, Ufuma Campus got a part-time study
leave which took effect from the 2007/2008 academic session to
undertake a Bachelor of Science Degree in Education at Enugu State
University of Science and Technology. The leave is expected to last for
four years.

4. Obi Onyeka Anthony, of Records Unit got a part-time study leave
which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to undertake an



M.Sc in Banking and Finance at Anambra State University, Uli. The
leave is expected to last for 18 months.

5. Stanley I. Okafor, of Legal department got a further part-time study
leave which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to pursue a
previously deferred programme. The new leave is expected to last for 18
months.

6. Epelle I. Kelvin, of Security department got a part-time study leave
which took effect from the 2010/2011 academic session to undertake a
Higher National Diploma (HND) in Urban and Regional Planningat
Federal Polytechnic, Oko. The leave is expected to last for two years.

7. Nwafor Samuel Ik, of Public Relations Unit got a part-time study leave
which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to undertake an
M.Sc in Accountancy at Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. The leave is
expected to last for 18 months.

8. Okafor Chinelo, of Bio Data Documentation Unit got a part-time study
leave which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to
undertake a National Diploma in Public Administration at Federal
Polytechnic, Oko. The leave is expected to last for three years.

9. Nnaemeka Theresa N., of Bursary department got a part-time study
leave which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to
undertake a National Diploma in Office Technology and Management at
Federal Polytechnic, Oko. The leave is expected to last for three years.

10.Obiorah Florence I., of Bursary Division got a part-time study leave
which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to undertake an
M.Sc in Accountancy at Anambra State University, Uli Igbariam
Campus. The leave is expected to last for 18 months.

11.Nwajiaku Ndidiamaka D., of Alex Ekwueme Library got a part-time
study leave which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to
undertake a PGD in Library and Information Science at Abia State
University, Uturu. The leave is expected to last for 18months.

12.Ezeifedigbo Eric E., of Business Administration and Management
department got a part-time study leave which took effect from the
2011/2012 academic session to undertake a Ph.D in Marketing at
Anambra State University, Uli. The leave is expected to last for three
years.



13.Barnabas I. Nwafor., of Bio Data Documentation Unit got a part-time
study leave which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to
undertake a Ph.D in Theatre Arts at Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka.
The leave is expected to last for three years.

14.Ehichanya Angela N., of Fine and Applied Arts department got a part-
time study leave which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session
to undertake a Masters degree in Fine Arts at Nnamdi Azikiwe
University, Awka. The leave is expected to last for three years.

15.Uzoigwe Chidi Franklin., of Records Unit got a part-time study leave
which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to undertake an
M.Sc in Political Science at Anambra State University, Uli. The leave is
expected to last for 18 months.

16.Adibe Justina E., of Bursary Unit got a part-time study leave which took
effect from the 2008/2009 academic session to undertake an M.Sc in
Accountancy at Imo State University, Owerri. The leave is expected to
last for 24 months.

17.Okafor Patricia Chinwe, of Central Registry got a part-time study leave
which took effect from the 2008/2009 academic session to undertake an
M.Sc in Public Administration at Imo State University, Owerri. The
leave is expected to last for 24 months.

18.Obiakor Ugochukwu J. of Dean’s Office, School of Engineering Tech.,

got a part-time study leave which took effect from the 2008/2009
academic session to undertake an M.Sc in Business Administration at
Anambra State University, Uli. The leave is expected to last for 24
months.

19.Nwanmuo (Nee Nwankwo) Peace O., of Registry Unit got a part-time
study leave which took effect from the 2009 academic session to
undertake a B.Sc in Education under the Sandwich Programme of
University of Nigeria, Nsukka. The leave is expected to last for five
years.

20.Egbo Oluchi Geraldine of Evening Programme Admissions got a part-
time study leave which took effect from the 2010/2011 academic session
to undertake a B.Sc in Mass Communication at the National Open
University of Nigeria. The leave is expected to last for four years.



21.Akunebuni Gloria C., of Pension Unit got a part-time study leave which
took effect from the 2008/2009 academic session to undertake an M.Sc in
Accountancy at Imo State University, Owerri. The leave is expected to
last for 24 months.

22.Lilian-Emeka Aforka of the department of Architecture got a part-time
study leave which took effect from the 2008/2009 academic session to
undertake a B.Sc in Psychology under the continuing education
programme of Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. The leave is expected
to last for three years.

23.Ezeife Onyedinmma V., of Pension Unit got a part-time study leave
which took effect from the 2008/2009 academic session to undertake an
M.Sc in Accountancy at Imo State University, Owerri. The leave is
expected to last for 24 months.

24.Nwokeabia Adaobi Ifunanya of Personnel Unit got a study leave
without pay to utilize a scholarship grant for post graduate study in
China. The leave which took effect from 1st September, 2012 is expected
to last for till 2014.

25.Onyekwelu Theresa of Students Affairs got a part-time study leave
which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to undertake a
National Diploma in Office Technology and Management at Federal
Polytechnic, Oko. The leave is expected to last for three years.

26.Ebebe Gertrude C. of Business Administration & Management got a
full time study leave which took effect from the 2011/2012 academic
session to undertake an M.Sc/Ph.D in Business Administration at
Anambra State University, Uli. The leave is expected to last for three
years.

27.Okoli Virginia of Internal Audit got a part-time study leave which took
effect from the 2011/2012 academic session to complete HND in
Marketing at Federal Polytechnic, Oko. The leave is expected to last for
one year.

QUERY

Mr. Arthur Osuorah (Dept. of Civil Engineering)



Management has continued to receive negative reports that you imposed purchase
of some textbooks and workbook on the students, thus extorting money through this
medium. In addition, you have threatened your students that their success in your
paper would depend on their mandatory purchase of your textbooks. Your actions
above amount to gross misconduct, which is punishable in line with the provisions
of the Public Service Rules. Consequently, Management has approved that you be
asked to explain why disciplinary action should not be taken against you for
obvious gross misconduct of extortion. I am therefore directed to inform you
accordingly, and by this letter, you are given 72 hours to explain why you should
not be disciplined.

SNR STAFF DISCIPLINARY ADVISORY
COMMTTEE TAKES OFF

Management, via a memo dated June 5, 2012, has appointed Mr. B.C. Ajakemo as
Chairman of senior staff disciplinary advisory committee. Other members of the
committee include

1. Mrs Okoye Ogochukwu (FAA)

2. Dr. Mrs Monago Ifeoma (Medical)

3. Mr. Ndife B. (Bursary)

4. Mr. Okeke Sunday (SERVICOM)

5. Barr. Stanley Okafor (Legal)

6. Mr. Dominic Onuoha [Member/Secretary] (Registry)

The committee’s terms of reference include

• To investigate, in-depth, all disciplinary cases referred to it for
consideration.

• To submit an unambiguous report of its findings to Management at the
completion of each investigation.



• To be guided, always, by the principles of justice, equity and fair play in the
discharge of its duties as well as the need to ensure and assure that discipline
and good conduct prevails always.

• To be conscious, always, of the need to expeditiously dispose of cases
referred to it, guided by the requirements of the Polytechnic Act and the
Polytechnic Staff Manual.

POLY EXPELS 33 STUDENTS FOR FAKE
CREDENTIALS

• Asks others to stop writing on the matter

In a continued fight against corruption and related practices, Management of the
Federal Polytechnic, Oko has expelled 33 students for allegedly gaining admission
into the Federal Polytechnic, Oko with fake academic credentials.

The phony documents include National Diploma certificates and O’level

certificates. The forged credentials were used to either secure admission into
National Diploma or Higher National Diploma programmes as it applied.

Reacting to the development, Rector of the institution, Prof. Godwin Onu vowed to
continue the crusade against corruption. He said his administration has zero
tolerance for corruption and lousiness and would stop at nothing to maintain the
high level of discipline and sanity already existing in the polytechnic. Continuing,
“We will not allow a few bad eggs to re-establish the old order again”, Onu said.

On the list include:

S/N NAMES REG. NO. DESCRIPTION
1 Nwangwu Nneka

Rosemary
FPO/EM/HND/09/076 Fake ND SOR

2 Chukwunwike O.
Anthony

FPO/EM/HND/09/057 Fake ND SOR

3 Ogbonna Uchechi
Rosemary

FPO/ACC/HND/09/135 Fake ND SOR

4 Okekelie Ebele A. FPO/MKT/HND/09/109 Fake ND SOR



5 Arisukwu Ugochi
Assumpta

FPO/MKT/HND/09/127 Fake ND SOR

6 Oboh L. Chinelo FPO/MKT/HND/09/045 Fake ND SOR
7 Osuji Doris Chioma FPO/MKT/HND/09/034 Fake ND SOR
8 Oboh Jacinta C. FPO/MKT/HND/09/044 Fake ND SOR
9 Offorum Chimebere E. FPO/MKT/HND/09/015 Fake ND SOR
10 Mpumechi Livina N. FPO/MKT/HND/09/014 Fake ND SOR
11 Oparaji B. Chinonyerem FPO/EE/HND/09/101 Fake ND SOR
12 Nwosu Gloria Tochi F. FPO/ACC/HND/09/048 Fake ND SOR
13 Onwuchiruba E.V. FPO/HND/EM/09/082 Fake ND SOR
14 Mbam Loveth Ifeyinwa FPO/HND/MKT/09/032 Fake ND SOR
15 Oji Emenike I. FPO/HND/MKT/5/12868 Fake ND SOR
16 Ndubueze Kelechi FPO/HND/ACC/09/174 Fake ND SOR
17 Isinwa Stanley C. FPO/HND/PAD/09/210 Fake ND SOR
18 Nnadozie Ngozi Victoria FPO/HND/LIBSC/09/070 Fake ND SOR
19 Okafor Mary FPO/HND/BAM/08/059 Fake ND SOR
20 Ehigiegbu Osasumwe FPO/HND/ACC/09/169 Fake ND SOR
21 Ilaya Esther FPO/HND/ACC/09/154 Fake ND SOR
22 Usman Emmanuel Saidu FPO/HND/BAM/09/171 Fake ND SOR
23 Ejimadu Angela Judith FPO/HND/EM/09/070 Fake ND SOR
24 Chioma Queen Elechi FPO/HND/BAM/09/028 Fake ND SOR
25 Obioha Mary Chinwe FPO/EM/HND/09/059 Fake ND SOR
26 Dim Amarachi Justina FPO/HND/BF/03/17658 Fake ND SOR
27 Aduba Ernest O. FPO/HND/MKT/08/054 Fake ND SOR
28 John Edu Uko FPO/HND/BAM/07/059 Fake ND SOR
29 Ngegwu Eunice FPO/HND/OTM/09/060 Fake ND SOR
30 Ani Chidimma Martha FPO/HND/ACC/09/102 Fake O’ Level

31 Nwakamma Blessing FPO/ND/PAD/010/158 Fake O’ Level

32 Ozulumba Franklin C. FPO/HND/MKT/09/145 Fake O’ Level

33 Attansey Chioma M. FPO/HND/BF/06/085 Fake O’ Level

Meanwhile, Management has advised two former students of the institution
(Emenike Obianuju E. and Aduba Ernest O.) who were initially expelled for same



reasons to stop writing on the matter. This followed their separate correspondences
to the Management demanding positive review of the statuses.

A release by the Academic Affairs Unit of the Registrar’s Office said that
Management deliberated extensively on their applications of complain over forgery
case and concluded that the earlier decision of expulsion on the issue still stands.

“I am directed to inform you that the expulsion given to you for using fake ND to
gain admission into HND in Federal Polytechnic, Oko still holds. You are advised
to stop writing on this matter”, the release stated.

In a related development, Ogbolomo Happy (FPO/RII/ND/EM/011/224) of Estate
Management department has been expelled for forged admission letter as well as
its clearance. His expulsion letter reads: “During the 2011/2012 admission period,

you forged admission letter as well as its clearance. Thirdly, you manipulated your
original JAMB score of 148 to 171 in order to gain admission into ND Estate
Management Regular II.

“Based on the aforementioned offences, Management directed that you be

expelled…”

AB APPROVES MOBILE COURT EXAM
MISCONDUCT REPORT

---7 to Repeat the Semester, 2 Discharged and 1
Suspended Indefinitely

The Registrar on behalf of the Academic Board (AB) has approved addendum to
the 2010/2011 first semester (mobile court Team D) Examination Misconduct
Report. A release from the Academic Board Secretariat has said.

An analysis of the release which was signed by Inno Okeke (Deputy Registrar,
AB) shows that 10 students were tried. While one student was suspended
indefinitely, seven others were asked to repeat the semester. Further analysis
showed that two students were discharged. The statement listed the understated as
the affected persons:



S/N NAME REG. NO. DEPARTMENT PUNISHMENT
1. Nwaokolo

Blessing N.
FPO/ND/R2/ACC/09/350 ACC Repeat the

semester
2. Odo Mary

Cynthia N.
FPO/ND/R2/ACC/09/254 ACC Repeat the

semester
3. Uhuo

Esther O.
FPO/ND/R2/ACC/09/329 ACC Repeat the

semester
4. Ezeaku

Adaobi
FPO/ND/R2/ACC/010/195 ACC Repeat the

semester
5. Nwosu

Ukamaka
G.

FPO/HND/ACC/010/147 ACC Discharged

6. Otaokpukpu
Chioma

FPO/ND/R2/ACC/010/016 ACC Repeat the
semester

7. Nnamani
Ifeoma A.

FPO/ND/BAM/09/131 BAM Discharged

8. FPO/ND/EM/07/034 BAM Indefinite
suspension

9. Nwoke
Ukamaka L.

FPO/ND/BAM/R2/010/168 BAM Repeat the
semester

10. Modili
Ifeyinwa

FPO/ND/PAD/010/019 PAD Repeat the
semester

FURTHER NAMES OF 2011 STAFF PROMOTION
(Continued from last edition)

S/N NAME NEW RANK DEPT.

1. Nweke Cyril Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 7

Security

2. Akpu Vincent E. Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 5

Security

3. Ezenandu Pius Sunday Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 5

Security

4. Ofulume James Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 5

Security



5. Okeke Benson S. Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 7

Security

6. Ezeike Amarachi K. Lecturer II  CONTEDISS  9 STEP 3 SLT
7. Ezeokoli Lucius A. Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS

4 STEP 5
Security

8. Nnolim Linus Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 5

Security

9. Nnolim Mishark
Madueke

Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 6

Security

10. Okoligwe Silas I. Senior Technologist CONTEDISS  9
STEP  3

Elect/Elect

11 Ike Ikenna Julius Chief Technologist  CONTEDISS  13
STEP 1

Elect/Elect

12 Iloesie Dominic N. Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 5

Security

13 Aginam Ebere Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 7

Security

14 Ezeonyenwe Ugochukwu
M.

Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 4

Security

15 Ezeokoli Gabriel Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 7

Security

16 Okoli Ifeanyi Asst. Patrol Supervisor CONTEDISS
4 STEP 5

Security

17 Ikeka Caroline Akum Lecturer I CONTEDISS  11 STEP 1 HRE
18 Okonkwo Francis O. Principal Lecturer CONTEDISS  14

STEP 4
Architectur
e

19 Igwe Okwuzulike C. Lecturer III  CONTEDISS  8 STEP 2 Surv. &
Geoinfo.

20 Dr. Rowland Uzoma
Ezeaku

Chief Lecturer CONTEDISS  15 STEP
1

Architectur
e

21 Nwokealo Edith AmaechiPrincipal Asst. Registrar CONTEDISS
13 STEP 1

Exams

22 Ebonine Nkechi L. Deputy Registrar CONTEDISS 14
STEP 1

Acada.
Plann.



23 Nwafor Barnabas Ifeanyi Snr. Asst. Registrar CONTEDISS 11
STEP 1

Bio Data

24 Uchem Remigius
Chidozie

Snr. Asst. Registrar CONTEDISS 11
STEP 1

Deputy
Rector

25 Okafor Gloria N. Snr. Clerical Officer on CONTEDISS 4
STEP 5

Consultanc
y

26 Udeze Chigozie ObidigboPrincipal Executive Officer II on
CONTEDISS 9  STEP 3

Public
Relations

27 Ezemuo Cecilia Confidential Secretary I on
CONTEDISS 7 STEP 1

Security

28 Okafor Felix C. Head Security Guard on CONTEDISS
3 STEP 7

Security

29 Okeke Emmanuel Lecturer II FAA
30 Ezeigbo Maryann E. Lecturer I Mass

Comm
31 Umechukwu Ann I. Lecturer I Architectur

e
32 Egbue Constance Asst. Chief Instructor Mass

Comm
33 Okeke G.N. Lecturer I Accountan

cy
34 Ogbonnaya Louisa K. Asst. Chief Instructor Agric

Engr.
35 Igboamazu Nelson O. Lecturer I FAA
36 Ofodile Obiajulu A. Principal Instructor I. Mass

Comm
37 Ekwueme Benjamin N. Lecturer II FAA
38 Obiesie Florence N. Lecturer I SLT
39 Okonkwo Okey Francis Principal Lecturer Architectur

e
40 Akinola Victoria Olu Principal Technologist I Building

Tech.



MORE STAFF UPGRADED

Continuing from the previous publication of POLYNEWS, more staff of the
polytechnic have been upgraded. This is sequel to their acquisition of qualifying
higher degrees and the approval of the Hon. Minister of Education that they be so
upgraded. The beneficiaries include:

S/N NAME RANK UPGRADED TO UNIT
1 Nwafor Samuel Ik. Accountant II on CONTEDISS 7 Public Relations
2 Nmeribe Azuka G. Higher Exe. Officer on

CONTEDISS 7
Languages

3 Nnolim Esther Higher Exe. Officer on
CONTEDISS 7

Lib. & Info Sc.

4 Madu Irene U. Higher Exe. Officer on
CONTEDISS 7

Ufuma Campus

5 Oduka Ndidi N. Higher Exe. Officer on
CONTEDISS 7

Main/Final Acct.

6 Ugwuowo Priscilla
O.

Higher Exe. Officer on
CONTEDISS 7

Estate Mgt.

7 Chukwudebelu
Uzoma A.

Higher Exe. Officer on
CONTEDISS 7

HRE

8 Ezeagu Maria Higher Exe. Officer on
CONTEDISS 7

SLT

9 Ibe Patience Ebere Higher Exe. Officer on
CONTEDISS 7

Insurance

10 Ezeokafor Ifeyinwa
C.

Higher Exe. Officer on
CONTEDISS 7

Food Tech.

11 Umeh Chukwuma Technical Officer on CONTEDISS
6

FAA

12 Nwafor Grace Asst. Exe. Officer on CONTEDISS
5

Council
Secretariat

13 Okoye Ifeoma Asst. Exe. Officer on CONTEDISS
5

Verification

14 Ani Agnes Nkechi Confidential Sec. III on
CONTEDISS 5

Mech.
Engineering



15 Okafor Mary Asst. Exe. Officer on CONTEDISS
5

Bursary

16 Edet Effiong
Christiana

Asst. Exe. Officer on CONTEDISS
5

Food Tech.

17 Nkachukwu Ifeoma Senior Craftsman on CONTEDISS
4

FD & CT

18 Abanobi Chinwe Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

Elect/Elect

19 Ezeofor Chikodili Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

Quantity Survey

20 Okoli Grace N. Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

Banking/Finance

21 Nwankwo Obinna Asst. Craftsman on CONTEDISS 3Ufuma Campus
22 Nwosu Sabina N. Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS

3
Computer Engr.

23 Nnabuife Gloria Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

Ufuma Campus

24 Ezenwuba
Nwamalubia

Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

BAM

25 Nwafor Joy Azuka Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

Central Registry

26 Nwafor Pauline Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

URP

27 Nwafor Georgina Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

Bursary

28 Ezeudu Christiana
N.

Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

Rector’s Office

29 Okeke Ukamaka M. Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

General Studies

30 Okoli Nneka
Josephine

Chief Cleaner/Messenger on
CONTEDISS 3

Verification

31 Onah Johnson Chief Messenger on CONTEDISS
3

SIWES

32 Umeh Chukwuma Technician on CONTEDISS 6 FAA



33 Onu Maxwell Security Officer on CONTEDISS 7Security
34 Ezeibe Patrick C. Higher Exe. Officer on

CONTEDISS 7
Architecture

35 Okoye Victoria C. Asst. Exe. Officer on CONTEDISS
5

Food Technology

36 Nwafor Grace N. Asst. Exe. Officer on CONTEDISS
5

Council
Secretariat

37 Okeke Marcelina C. Higher Exe. Officer on
CONTEDISS 7

Staff Records &
Stats

38 Nwosu Nkiruka Senior Craftsman on CONTEDISS
4

HRE

39 Ezenwankwo
Blessing

Snr. Med. Records Officer on
CONTEDISS 8

Medical Centre

40 Okoli Nwanneka A. Senior Craftsman on CONTEDISS
4

Rural Economics

41 Onyekwere Chinyere
F.

Asst. Exe. Officer on CONTEDISS
5

SLT

42 Peter Cletus Chidi Admin. Officer II on CONTEDISS
7

Bio Data

43 Esiobu Collins
Onyema

Patrol Supervisor on CONTEDISS
5

Security

44 Ebe Ebere Iruoma Chief Cleaner/Messenger on
CONTEDISS 3

Ufuma Campus

45 Anunike Okechukwu
C.

Head Security Guard on
CONTEDISS 3

Security

46 Nwankwo Chizoba
Daniel

Asst. Security Officer on
CONTEDISS 6

Security

47 Nwafor Felicia Senior Model on CONTEDISS 3 FAA
48 Okeke Anthony N. Head Security Guard on

CONTEDISS 3
Security

49 Ezeokeke Victoria
A.

Chief Cleaner/Messenger on
CONTEDISS 3

HRE

50 Ezechukwu Comfort Asst. Hostel Supervisor on
CONTEDISS 5

Hospitality Mgt.



51 Okeke Dorathy Asst. Exe. Officer on CONTEDISS
5

Consultancy

52 Ezeobi Juliana Asst. Exe. Officer on CONTEDISS
5

Academic Board

53 Uzoho Ozioma Chief Cleaner/Messenger on
CONTEDISS 3

Ufuma Campus

54 Ekwueme Chukwudi
C.

Higher Exe. Officer on
CONTEDISS 7

Dean’s Office,

SBS
55 Nwadinamuo

Makuochukwu E.
Asst. Security Officer on
CONTEDISS 6

Security

56 Ezeagwa Seline C. Chief Cleaner on CONTEDISS 3 Surv. & Geo Info.

LATERAL CONVERSION
57 Udu Stephen O. Asst. Chief Accountant on

CONTEDISS 12
Stores Unit

58 Okereke Hezekiah Technical Officer on CONTEDISS
6

Agric Engr.

59 Anene Esther N. Asst. Chief Con. Sec. on
CONTEDISS 12

Atani campus

60 Ezeofor Chinyere N. Accountant II on CONTEDISS 7 Internal Audit
61 Emenari B.C. Librarian II on CONTEDISS 7 Poly Library
62 Jude Grace ChinyereAsst. Chief Librarian on

CONTEDISS 12
Mech. Engr.

63 Akunne Chinyere M. Conf. Secretary on CONTEDISS 7Printing Tech.
64 Ibemesi Blessing

Ogochukwu
Conf. Secretary on CONTEDISS 6Staff School

65 Okoli Catherine
Amauche

Snr. Conf. Secretary on
CONTEDISS 8

Admissions

66 Ikwueke Helen A. Snr. Conf. Secretary on
CONTEDISS 8

Elect/Elect

67 Obi Christiana U. Snr. Accountant on CONTEDISS 9Bursary
68 Ibe  Catherine Principal Accountant on

CONTEDISS 11
Bursary

69 Obidike Edna C. Accountant I on CONTEDISS 8 Bursary



70 Asiegbu Chikaodili
F.

Accountant II on CONTEDISS 7 Banking &
Finance

71 Okoli Jane N. Asst. Chief Librarian on
CONTEDISS 13

Alex Ekwueme
Library

NZE GETS NYSC STATE AWARD IN EDO STATE

Nze Alexander Chimezie a graduate of Fine and Applied Arts from Federal
Polytechnic, Oko has bagged the National Youth Service Corps State Honours
Award in Edo State.

This is in appreciation of his outstanding performance to Edo State where he was
deployed to serve the nation in the 2011batch “B” service year of the National

Youths Service Corps Scheme. Nze whose call up number reads
ED/APO/11/106731 and State code: ED/11B/1087 served in Igbinedion University
Staff School (IUSS), Okada, Edo State.

As a patriotic Nigerian, he trained 30 IUSS pupils for 10 weeks on skill acquisition
and sourced for fund to provide first aid box for the school. On the invitation of the
Management of Edo State NYSC, he trained the 2012 batch “A” corps members in

2012 skill acquisition programme.

Not only that, Nze also renovated Ikaladerhan Primary School Library, Okada in
Ovia North East LGA  and equally donated two first aid boxes to Okada Grammar
School, all in Edo State.

For all these, the Edo State NYSC State Governing Board awarded him the State
Honours Award as a means of encouraging him and serving as motivation to other
corps members.

HUMOUR HUMOURER HOMOURLESS

MY PASTOR
A pastor was packing his belongings leaving Kano for Lagos because of Boko
Haram atrocities. One of his members saw him and asked him: "But Pastor the
Bible says 'no weapon ... fashioned against us shall prosper'". The pastor replied:



"Brother the same Bible also says 'go into the world and preach the gospel' not
only in Kano or Kaduna but also in Lagos."

IMPORTANT LECTURE
So pls listen up or read dis. "How to cross roads in Naija, look left and right for
cars, look up for planes and down for bombs, then you are good to go, then..oops,
lest I forget, look back for kidnappers." God save Naija.

AB INSISTS ON ADMITTING STUDENTS BASED
ON MERIT

The Academic Board (AB) of the Polytechnic has insisted that students being
admitted into the polytechnic shall be based on merit. This was one of the major
decisions reached at the AB’s meeting of 20

th July, 2012 as released by Inno
Okeke, the Deputy Registrar, Academic Board Secretariat. The release stated that
the board thoroughly deliberated on the under-listed issues and resolved as follows:

1. Submission of Students’ Files Attached with Scratch Cards

i. As a panacea/cure for the disturbing delay in the verification of
Students’ O’ level results after their graduation, the Academic Board

decided that after every admission exercise, the students cleared in the
departments by the HODs should submit their files attached with
scratch cards to the Admissions Office for onward transmission to the
Verification Unit of the Polytechnic.

ii. That any student who fails to adhere to the above directive will have
himself/herself to blame.

2. 2012/2013 Admission Exercise
i. That the admission of students into the National Diploma (ND) and

Higher National Diploma (HND) programmes for the 2012/2013
academic session should be based on merit.

ii. That the selection of candidates for the merit list should be done on
school basis by the Deans of School. In order to ensure effectiveness
of the exercise, the selection should be done in line with NBTE
guidelines using the JAMB and Post-UTME scores to get the average.

3. Post-UTME Examination Holding on 1st, 2nd, and 3rd August, 2012



i. That the Deans of Schools should mobilize all the lecturers in their
schools in order to ensure a hitch-free exercise and attendance is
mandatory.

ii. That interested non-teaching staff wishing to participate should apply
to the Deputy Rector.

4. Carry-over Courses
i. That no student should henceforth be allowed to register his/her carry-

over courses above the approved credit limit.
ii. That any student whose credit load is discovered to be above the

approved limit in the semester should not be allowed to graduate until
he/she has passed the entire courses including quizzes and practicals
as the case may be, before they are deemed to have graduated.

5. New Departments
i. For purposes of academic progress, the Academic Board decided that

new departments, such as Departments of Solar Energy and Bio-Gas
be created.

6. Courses Being Run in the Departments
i. That the Director of Academic Planning should, as a matter of

urgency harmonize the number of courses being offered in the
Polytechnic viv-a-vis the NBTE curriculum. The NBTE approved
departments where these courses reside, should equally be identified
to avoid a situation where disputes arise as to which department must
teach a particular course.

7. Grundtvig Institute, Oba, Anambra State
i. The Academic Board reiterated that its revocation order of the

affiliation agreement with the Institute stands. It further decided that
the students already admitted prior to the termination of the agreement
be allowed to graduate and their statement of results and certificates
released to them if no case of forgery is established.

STUDENTS REGISTRATION GUIDE FOR
2012/2013 ADMISSION



Information released by the Registrar, Tony Olih Nwaokolobia has it that those
candidates who are offered provisional admission by the polytechnic are advised to
adhere to the following guidelines:

1. Browse the school website (www.federalpolyoko.edu.ng) and print your
admission notification letter.

2. Proceed to any of the approved collecting banks and pay the acceptance fee
on theeTransactplatform; request for a payment voucher.

3. With the transaction details on the payment voucher, access & complete the
acceptance form on the school website (www.federalpolyoko.edu.ng) and
print the acceptance letter.

4. Proceed to the admissions office with your acceptance letter to collect your
formal admission letter. (Note: without a charge).

5. Next, go to your Head of Departmental and obtain departmental clearance
(Note: without a charge).

6. Proceed to any of the approved banks and pay the approved school fees as
stated on the fees schedule, through theeTransactplatform (request for a
payment voucher).

7. With the transaction details on the school fees payment voucher, register
your fees payment on the school website (www.federalpolyoko.edu.ng) and
print your school fees receipt.

8. Go to the polytechnic Medical Centre for medical examination and obtain
your medical certificate of fitness without any charge (only medical fee
stipulated on the fees schedule is official and payable through bank draft).

9. Go to the Bursary to obtain the official school fees receipt.
10.Obtain a set of endorsed student residence forms from the Director, Students

Affairs (DSA).
11.Complete the seven (7) copies of student residence forms.
12.Create three (3) files with the under listed items/documents in each of them

and write your registration number and name on each:

a. Admission letter
b. Admission clearance note/certificate/slip
c. Qualifying results– attach a scratch card for accessing the result

online
d. Departmental clearance
e. Birth certificate or sworn declaration of age
f. Evidence of Local Government of Area of Origin
g. Medical certificate of fitness
h. Passport photograph



i. Evidence of Industrial training (I.T.) (for HND students only)
j. Evidence of school fees receipt (photocopy)
k. Student Residence Form– Ensure to deliver the completed forms to

Student Affairs Office

13.Submit one (1) file to the admissions office, one (1) file to your Academic
Head of Department and the third file to your School Administration Officer
(SAO).

14.Collect ID card format from the admissions office.
15.In doing all above, do not patronize any tout. Do the steps yourself. Except

for approved school fees, no other payment must be made to anybody.

Very Important: If you do not submit your file to the Admissions Office
and your School Administration Officer, you will have no record in our
Records and Statistics Office and you will encounter problems during
examinations and issuing of your result.

Please, be guided accordingly.

NWABUONA APPOINTED DIRECTOR,
AFFILIATIONS AND LINKAGES

Management of the Polytechnic has appointed Mr. Ejike Nwabuona as Director of
the newly created Directorate of Affiliations and Linkages of the Federal
Polytechnic, Oko.

As Director, Affiliations and Linkages, he will be responsible to the Rector for all
matters concerning Local Programme Affiliation Efforts with other Institutions of
Higher Learning, Research Institutes and similar establishments.

His appointment letter stated his appointment was influenced by his demonstrated
competence and ability to perform duties assigned to him in various capacities,
both in the past and present, adding that he will also perform other duties as the
Rector may, from time to time, assign to him.



“It is our expectation that you will perform your new functions with the same

amount of zeal, commitment and dedication by which you are already known”, the

letter said.

IOE CALLS FOR SYNERGY IN TECHNICAL /
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TRAINING

The Institute of Entrepreneurs (IOE), Nigeria has called on the National Board for
Technical Education, NBTE, National Universities Commission, NUC, and the
National Council for Colleges of Education, NCCE to urgently come together to
establish a synergy that will breed an army of skilled workers.

This was one of the recommendations made during its 2nd annual national
conference of directors and lecturers of entrepreneurship and SME management in
tertiary institutions held at Excellence hotel, Ogba, Lagos. The conference which
was on accelerating economic development through effective entrepreneurship
education also recommended that technical vocational education and training
(TVET) should be expanded to create opportunities for the efficient
implementation of the local content laws and government’s economic development

strategies.

Other recommendations reached include

• That Government, through the ministries and agencies of education should
initiate appropriate policies and comprehensive education sector-wide
reforms.

• That Government and private sector should increase funding, improve
flexibility and cost-efficiency, equity and quality at all levels of education to
adequately meet the labour market needs.

• That synergy between the private sector, the government and the educational
institutions should be created on the quality of training in
technical/vocational education and educational regulators should include



benchmarks that will drive private-public partnership for tertiary institutions
to comply with.

The three-day conference which pulled over 60 high profile participants
observed that there is a gross inadequacy in technical / vocational education and
training systems in terms of infrastructure, training of teachers, funding and
implementation and called for reversal of such trend.

OKO POLY BECOMES PACESETTER
INSTITUTION IN ICT

The Rector Prof. Godwin Onu has reiterated his plans to make Oko an ICT hub for
checking of corruption and other sharp practices existing in higher Institution of
learning.

Addressing a team of Journalist who came on a solidarity visit to the Rector,
recently, Prof. Onu said the institution has concluded arrangement to introduce
biometric Identity card for both staff and students  and to construct a high capacity
Auditorium capable of housing 1500 state-of-the-art computer facilities for the
conduct of exams.

According to Prof. Onu “we are building digital classroom that can help us attract

good image. The building will house about 1500 computers and with the new
biometric ID card, students can access exam halls and will be automatically graded
and uploaded to the school portal for students to download.

Apart from the ICT inputs, Onu also said that the institution is introducing
innovative courses outside the conventional practices elsewhere.

“We have introduced Mechatronics Engineering; we are moving into

Pharmaceutical, Marine Technology, Aviation, Legal Studies as well as protocol
and crowd Management courses, etc.

“We have also installed Cardiac Monitoring Device and Blood Analyzer in our

Medical Center and have started receiving and treating patients from within and
outside the Polytechnic.



The Medical team is doing great and their performances have drastically reduced
the incidences of traveling abroad for medical attention that affects the heart and
the kidney.”

Speaking on the level of physical and academic transformation, Onu said that his
Management has embarked on massive physical, structural and environmental
development to pave way for quality training and learning.

“We are training our staff locally and internationally to impact quality delivery.

We want Oko to be a model Institution and emerge into a Polytechnic University.
This will take care of the highly skilled, middle man power development needed to
run our economy.

He however, called on those slowing the pace of development through frivolous
petitions to give peace a chance adding the he is guided by the drive to make Oko
the best.

Earlier in the visit, the Chairman of the Nigerian Union of Journalist (NUJ) Mrs.
Tochukwu Udoji-Omelu represented by the Vice Chairman Mr. Henry Nwasike
thanked the Rector for his transformation agenda and pledged to assist him in
publicizing the great work he is doing in the polytechnic.

Mr. Nwasike also reminded the Rector of the upcoming press week in the state
charging him to remain steadfast in his services to the people.

Other members of the Union include; Emeka Arinze, State Secretary, NUJ,
Anumba Ifeoma, Asst. Secretary and Oranye  Rose, Chairperson NAWOJ.

PROF. ONU CANVASES SUPPORT FOR OPEN
UNIVERSITY

The Rector, Federal Polytechnic, Oko, Prof. Godwin Onu hasjoined the league of
Educated Nigerians to support Open University.

Answering questions form journalists recently on the ban placed on Part-time
programmes by the National University Commission (NUC), Prof Onu said “the



ban was from the regulatory body, NUC, and the aim is to forestall the abuse of
part-time programmes by some Universities.

“Alternatively, people should explore the option created by Open University which

was planned to reduce the incidences of cheating and short cut to learning. It is
backed by modern ICT and the act of cheating during exams would be reduced if
not entirely wiped out.”

Regretting the financial burden the ban has posed to some Institution, Onu said    “

some Institutions rely heavily on Part-Time programmes for Internally Generated
Revenue (IGR) but I plead them to explore other options now that the ban has been
implemented. And for candidates seeking admission into Universities, You should
grab the option provided by the Open University to reduce the stress on University
admission exercise.

“Open University challenges students the more in the part of scholarship, I think
it’s a very good option because student would be compelled to study to excel.

There is no room for cheating or undue collaboration during exams. Onu
emphasized.

He also clarified that the ban placed on Part-Time programmes in the Universities
has nothing to do with the Polytechnics adding that his Management has continued
to provide more learning facilities to improve the standard of our programmes in
Oko.

ARCHBISHOP EFOBI COMMENDS PROF. ONU

The Archbishop, Province II and the Bishop of Aguata Diocese, Anglican
Communion, His Grace, Most Rev. Christian Efobi, has commended the Rector,
Prof. Godwin Onu, for the giant stride of physical transformation of the
Polytechnic.

Preaching a sermon recently during his Episcopal visit to the Chapel of Light,
Federal Polytechnic Oko to confirm, and admit some people into the order of Holy
Communion, Girls Guild  and Mothers Union of the Anglican Communion,
Archbishop Efobi said the level of physical infrastructure and character



development among the staff and students of the institution since the emergence of
Prof. Onu’s administration is what should be emulated by other institution for an

all round developments of our youths and entire society.

Most Rev. Christian Efobi

He enjoined both staff and students to shun violence while pleading with staff to
lead with good examples.

The Archbishop also condemned, the rising level of human destruction recently
being witnessed in the northern part of the country and called on the perpetrators to
desist from such act saying, “Those who destroy life would never see the kingdom

of God; I want Christians to guard against wanton destruction of lives and
properties and those who indulge in such must face trial on the last day.”

On the recent ban of part time Programmes in the Universities by the federal
Government, the bishop pleaded with Government to retrace their step stressing
that most workers needs such opportunity to improve on their skills.

He charged the Government to fashion out another way of improving the standard
of education rather than outright ban of part time programmes.



INTER COMMUNITY STUDENTS HONOUR
RECTOR

The Inter Community students’ Union has honoured the Rector of the Federal
Polytechnic Oko, Anambra State with the Distinguished Award of Excellence as
Vanguard of True federalism in recognition of his selfless service to humanity and
country.

The Union it would be recalled is the umbrella body for all students of various
ethnic, tribal and community groups operating in institutions outside their
homelands all over Nigeria, whose objectives include seeing to the welfare of her
members in all institutions of learning, defending their rights as citizens of the
federal republic of Nigeria.

Presenting the award to Onu, the leader of the group, Comrade James Uneze said
the group has constituted herself an instrument of true federalism and national
integration and has shown keen interest in the process of development of the
country.

According to him, “the unprecedented development and progress recorded in this

polytechnic since the present crop of management under the exceptional leadership
of Prof. Godwin Onu came into office in 2010 informed our visit today. It is also
for this reason that the Inter Community Students Union takes out time to
scrutinize these emerging qualities of servant leadership in reputable institutions
and public office holders in Nigeria.



Deputy Rector, Dr. Don Mmuo (right) receiving the award on behalf of the
Rector

“We have also taking into cognizance the immense contributions of the Rector, a
man of outstanding Understanding, true federalism, campus peace and cohesion.
His disposition to public service and patriotism is incomparable”.

He continued, “indeed this distinguished personality has proven himself as man of

charisma who can stick his neck for the cause he believes in. we have reckoned
him as a man of courage whose administrative acumen and sagacity are driving the
wheels ofthis polytechnic to success”.



Deputy Rector, Dr. Don Mmuo (right) receiving the accompanying certificate
on behalf of the Rector, Prof. Godwin Onu.

“I want to use this medium to call on all public office holders Nigeria, all the

administrators of our resources, managers of our economy and all leaders in Africa
to give priority to education, technological and scientific advancement and youth
and community development for only through this can we ensure the necessary
development that we are clamouring forin our dear country”.

“We believe that there is urgent need for the present crop of Nigerian leaders to

start realizing the dreams of the founding fathers of our dear country whose
activism snowballed to nationalism, agitated for and secured independence for
most African countries in the 1950s and 1960s while also dreaming new dreams to
advance the progressive cause of humanity”.

Responding on behalf of the Rector, the Deputy Rector Dr. Don Mmuo said the
award was wonderful but said he was not surprise because of the type of
development Onu has put in place within the two years he has been in office.



He said that for those two years the rector has transformed the polytechnic beyond
recognition which makes it look that before he came nothing seemed to have been
done.

Standing: Dr. Mmuo (4th right), Poly PRO, Obini Onuchukwu (4th left) in a
group photograph with the students.

According to him, the infrastructural development and environmental aesthetic in
the polytechnic is unprecedented, adding that human resource development has
been introduced by the present management as it is the centre of every other
development of every academic institution.

He stated that the award will spur the rector to greater height especially as it
concerns the Polytechnic University which the Rector has been championing.

ANUNIKE HEADS COTTEE ON 3RD EKWUEME
LECTURE

Mr. Ogonna Anunike, the Director, Continuing Education Programme has been
appointed Chairman, Committee on the 3rd Edition of Dr. Alex Ekwueme Lecture
Series cum 80th Birthday Anniversary scheduled to hold in October 2012.



The 11-man committee which is to organize in grand style, a very colourful
ceremony that will feature programmes for Dr. Slex Ekwueme 80th Birthday
anniversary has the following members:

Mr. J.B.C. Onyeagba
Mr. Uche Onyegbu
Dr. Onyeka Uwakwe
Mr. Ofulue Rowland U.
Mr. Amobi P. Chiamogu
DSP Charles Emeka Eze
Dr. Ifeoma Monago
Mr. Ferdinand Ekwealor
Mr. Eresimadu Edozie Martin
Miss Okeke Marley Ebere

ORIENT DAILY HITS STAND

--- Pledges Solidarity with Fed. Poly, Oko

The orient Daily Newspaper has berthed as the youngest newspaper in the country
and has pledged solidarity with the Federal Polytechnic Oko.

The editor of the newspaper, Mr. Victor Agusiobo who came on a courtesy visit to
the Public Relations Officer of the Polytechnic, Mr. Obini Onuchukwu promised
that the paper will remain focused and unbiased in its reportage.

He said the visit to the Polytechnic was never accidental but well articulated as the
PRO remains a stakeholder in the media industry any time any day because of his
background, adding that it is respectful and symbolic for the youngest newspaper
in the country to be presented to him officially.

Commenting on the task ahead, Agusiobo who has headed the Anambra State
National Light Newspaper and Vice Chairman of the Nigerian Guild of Editors
said news would be published as they come, focused, unbiased and without
prejudice.



He said nothing will stand in its way of giving the readers real value for money and
promised to give voice to the voiceless with the newspaper but said there were
rooms for improvement.

According to him, “there is nothing to stand in the way of the newspaper. We must

live up to expectation. Orient Daily is just a newspaper that will give voice to the
voiceless. We are not on the stable on any vendetta or to witch hunt any body”.

Onuchukwu on his part welcomed them to the Polytechnic of the moment but said
he was humbled that one of the best journalists in the country came to show
solidarity.

He noted that the choice of Agusiobo as the editor of the newspaper was apt and
good based on his antecedents in the media industry, describing him as an editor of
repute, who has always been there for journalists to learn from.

He assured him of his support and that of the polytechnic community but pleaded
with him to give the area, which he said was under reported because of its location,
a wider coverage.

Onuchukwu said,“We appeal to you to cover us adequately. The paper is reputable

and we believe you will keep on improving by the day and hope you will attain the
height you desire. I promise the Rector will be well disposed to work with you.
The newspaper will also give the down trodden a voice. We are confident of your
ability”.

ND STUDENT GETS SCHOLARSHIP

A National Diploma II Student of the Department of Hospitality Management,
Federal Polytechnic Oko, Miss Okpalaku Emmanuela has bagged a one-year
scholarship as the best student in Academic at the department.

The scholarship which was given by the Head Of department, Maazi Josiah
Ezeokonkwo has been an annual award for the past four years.

According to Ezeokonkwo, the reason for his giving the scholarship was to
encourage excellence, adding that after the first year of studies at the department



he gives a scholarship to the best student in academic to encourage others to work
harder.

Miss Okpalaku Emmanuela (left) receiving scholarship grant from the head
of department, Maazi Josiah Ezeokonkwo.

“Each small star should illuminate its environment and by the time all the stars do

so the whole environment will be well illuminated. We should be able to make our
contributions no matter how small to make the society a better place for all”. He

philosophized.

RECTOR PLEDGES MORE SUPPORT FOR STAFF
SCHOOL

The Rector, federal Polytechnic Oko, Prof. Godwin Onu has pledged more support
for the polytechnic Staff school, adding that the transformation being witnessed at
the polytechnic will soon extend to the school.



Onu who spoke at the 9th graduation ceremony of the school apologized for not
having done all he had in mind for the school because of certain constraints but
said he has a bigger plan for the school.

He thanked the management of school for the steadfastness in managing its affairs
and ensuring that the school moves from strength to strength.

The rector noted that the renovation of the staff school remains very important,
assuring them that they were never forgotten.

“I assure that you are not forgotten. All the transformation at the polytechnic must

be extended to the staff school. I encourage you to be hopeful because the future is
bright. We shall make you proud and put in facilities that will make you number
one in the country”. He assured.

L-R: School Principal, Ehichanya E. and Dr. C.E. Ubaka

Earlier in an address the Principal of the school Ehichanya E. noted that they are
growing both in population and in academic standard, adding that the 2011 West
Africa Secondary Certificate Examination was a testimony of the improvement
they were talking about.



The principal prided that the school has been performing wonderfully also in sports
competitions and appealed to the Rector to give a face lift to the school and also to
affiliate the school to the polytechnic so that the best graduating student who seeks
polytechnic education will gain automatic admission.

She tasked the graduating students to be good ambassadors of the school and
expressed confidence that they will find their feet in the larger world.

The Chairman of the graduation ceremony Mr. Friday Nwajiaku in his remarks
commended the management of the polytechnic Staff School for its efforts in
uplifting standard of learning in the school.

He expressed confidence that with the quality of teachers at the disposal of
students of the school, they will very soon emerge number one in the country,
urging the teachers not to relent in their efforts at producing best students from the
school.

Chairman of the graduation ceremony Mr. Friday Nwajiaku (right)
exchanging pleasantries with the Rector, Prof. Onu.



He urged the graduating students to be good ambassadors of the school by putting
into practice all they learnt while in school.

Meanwhile Prof Onu with his Management and other members of the polytechnic
community also identified with Gaius Benton Schools during her 27th Graduation/
Prize Giving ceremony.

In a brief speech at the occasion, Onu commended His Excellency, Dr Alex
Ekwueme for playing the pioneer role in education advancement in this part of the
country.

Pupils of Gaius Benton Schools performing during their graduation

He pledged to always identify with the good norms and values being planted into
the pupils of the schools adding,“Gaius Benton being an incubator school is
expected to produce quality candidates that will eventually gain admission into the
polytechnic for higher learning.”

Onu charged the parents and guardians to train the children with positive values so
as to be well equipped to take up the challenges of future leadership of the country.



The Igwe, Prof. Laz Ekwueme also in a speech gave a historical analysis of the
school saying, “the untimely exit of the man called Gaius Benton paved way for

Dr. Alex Ekwueme to immortalize him as a renowned educationist.

RECTOR BECOMES LEADS PATRON

The Rector Federal polytechnic Oko Prof. Godwin has accepted to be a patron of
the National Association of Polytechnic Students (NAPS).

Before accepting the offer Onu said the positive changeswhich attracted the
Association to the polytechnic goes on every day, adding that the progressive
change is what is desired in every institution.

Onu said he was pleased to accept the offer as the patron of the association and
promised to launch the students association into national lime light.

He expressed delight that some youths still think positively and democratically
which he said begets civility, adding“to have youths think like that is a welcome

one”.

He said if other youths would emulate LEADS “the country would be hopeful even

though we have endangered youths in the country” and urged them to share their

views with other youths.

NSUKKA SCHOOL VISITS FED POLY, OKO

Students of St.Cyprian’s Secondary School Nsukka recently were at the Federal
Polytechnic Oko, Anambra State on an excursion.

They said the decision to visit Oko was because of positive things they have heard
about the polytechnic and also because of the fine and applied arts studio.

According to Mrs. Stella Ugwu who came with the students “Federal polytechnic

Oko was a matter of choice. We have other schools but Oko was chosen for our



students to acculturerize and see the possibilities in higher institution and feel its
impact. It will encourage them to aim higher.

Middle: Mrs Okeke of Fine Arts Dept. taking the visiting students on a
practical experience

Another teacher from the school, Uzoagba Chukwunonso said he was impressed
by the quality of work going on in the polytechnic, adding that choosing Oko was
never a mistake.

Receiving the students to the Polytechnic, Mrs. Fidelia Onwusoba (Dean, School
of Arts, Design and Printing Tech.) told them the differencebetween arts in the
Secondary school and the polytechnic.



Left: C.J.O. Njoku, Mrs Fidelia Onwusoba, Mrs Ogoo Okoye receiving the
students

She took them round the department explaining the processes involved and insisted
that seeing was believing.

ICAN TEAM LAUDS THE POLYTECHNIC

A team of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria (ICAN) who came on
a reaccreditation exercise at the federal polytechnic Oko has commended the
polytechnic for the infrastructure and the enabling environment for learning.

The leader of the team Prof Desmond Nworji noted that it was not the first time
they were coming to the polytechnic for re-accreditation exercise, expressing
confidence that the exercise as usual will be successful.

He said that the re-accreditation visit will afford ICAN the opportunity of seeing
how the Polytechnic was coping with modern challenges of accounting and also
find ways of assisting the polytechnic in meeting up with the challenges.



He promised that the team will not go out of its ways to inconvenience the
polytechnic and expressed hope that the exercise will raise the standard of
accounting teaching and practice in the country.

Nworji commended the Polytechnic for the warm reception and hospitality and
urged the management not to relent in providing conducive environment for
teaching and learning.

In his response, the Deputy Rector, Dr. Don Muo who received the team in his
office on behalf of the Polytechnic's management noted that ICAN accreditation
has brought good luck to the institution, as it served as forerunner to other
accreditation programme, adding that the Polytechnic has also affiliated with other
institutions like the Sharda University India among others.

He expressed confidence that the exercise will be successful and promised to
provide all the logistics to make the exercise easier.

In a vote of thanks, Dr. J. C Aroh, a chattered accountant and lecturer in
Accountancy Department of the polytechnic thanked the management of the
polytechnic for the warm reception accorded his colleagues.

Aroh pointed out that the polytechnic has emerged successful in other re-
accreditation exercises by ICAN in the past, adding that this years exercise will
also be successful.

Other members of the ICAN team were Mr. Fabian Ugwu, Mrs. Augustina
Nwadike, Mrs Akindoju Abosede and Prof. Emma Okoye.

Would you like to reach the Rector on any issue

of concern to the Institution?

Go to:



rectoroko2010@gmail.com

OKOPOLY, FASTEST GROWING POLYTECHNIC
IN NIGERIA

The National Association of Polytechnic Students (NAPS) has described Federal
Polytechnic Oko, Anambra State as the fastest growing polytechnic in Nigeria and
called for its upgrading to a Polytechnic University.

The students who presented an award to the Rector of the institution Prof. Godwin
Onu were led by its National Vice President, the Senior Stakeholders, Chairman of
NAPS and the Senate President of NAPS Comrades Nwagwu Liberty, Armstrong
Ovie-Afabor and Ochei Moses respectively.

They said they were impressed by the infrastructural development and the agitation
of the Polytechnic to be upgraded to a Polytechnic University, insisting that it will
check the discrimination and marginalization of polytechnic graduates.

The students decried the discrepancy between graduates of universities and
polytechnics, warning that it could jeopardize education development in the
country.



Onu (middle) receiving award from NAPS in Oko

According to them, “NAPS are victims of university/polytechnic dichotomy and

marginalization. It is unfair. So we support and applaud your agitation for the
polytechnic university status for your institution. This agitation today will form
bedrock for other agitations. We appeal to you not to relent in the agitation it will
be a turning point in polytechnic education inNigeria”.

Responding, Onu said he was humbled by the award adding that the award will
spur him to achieve greater things in the polytechnic.

He commended the Student’s association for being responsible and organized,
adding that student unionism should be seen as a vehicle for improving the lots of
students and not breeding anarchy.

According to him, “the institution is the polytechnic of the future and we are in a

hurry to develop it. I came in with a vision and hope to achieve it before I leave
here. When I came into the polytechnic, the atmosphere was not conducive for
learning because of indiscipline both on the part of staff and students. We have
tackled it headlong”.

He said Nigeria has limited number of universities compared to her population and
called for the upgrading of polytechnics to polytechnic universities.



Onu said the Polytechnic University will retain its National and Higher National
Diplomas but will in addition offer Bachelor of Technology, adding that it will
help resolve the issue of discrimination among graduates of both institutions and
offer lecturers at both institutions opportunity to maximize their potentials.

Similarly, Onu at a workshop organized by the Academic Staff of the Polytechnic
on Electronic Management of Students Result noted that the Polytechnic has
distinguished itself in many areas especially being the first to procure cardiac
monitoring device and first to establish school of renewable energy in the world.

He also announced the adoption of the use of Power Point technique in delivering
lectures from next academic session in the polytechnic and disclosed that plans
were under way for electronic classrooms with about 5000 capacity to aid teaching
and learning in the polytechnic.

Onu stated that the introduction of biometric identification cards in the polytechnic
from next session will check indiscipline and corruption in the polytechnic
community.

He described Information Communication Technology (ICT) as a generational
thing noting that the present generation was lucky to witness it and therefore
should make best use of it and added that somebody without its basic knowledge in
this era is like somebody who did not pass primary six.

According to him, “I made the promise the first day I addressed you here that

Federal Polytechnic, Oko under my administration must be ICT compliant. We
have developed our ICT Map/Policy which will be shared to all of you. Part of the
map is this workshop today onthe electronic management of Students’ result”.

Earlier the Registrar of the Polytechnic Tony Olih Nwaokolobia in an address said
the day’s workshop marked a significant, irreversible turning point in the life of the

polytechnic.

“We are veering off from an old path into a new one that when harnessed fully
will make the Polytechnic a beacon other institutions will point to for guidance.
You are familiar with where we were coming from and the destination this
administration is taking us to. It is the vision of this administration that is the
reason for this workshop”. He stated.



The National President of Academic Staff Union of Polytechnics (ASUP)
Comrade Chibuzor Asomugha in his contribution lauded the management of the
Polytechnic for the workshop, adding that it will expose the lecturers to new
methods of electronics teaching and learning.

He urged the lecturers to use the avenues put in place by the polytechnic to update
their ICT knowledge adding that without ICT knowledge it will be difficult for
lecturers to cope with the grappling challenges of the new world

WHY CORRUPTION STRIVES IN NIGERIA
--- Rector

The Rector, Federal Polytechnic Oko, Anambra State Prof. Godwin Onu recently
said the spate of corruption in Nigeria was fueled by lack of old age security.

Onu who received the National Union of Pensioners, of the polytechnic in his
office said in other climes the aged are catered for adding that it was the fear of the
unknown at old and retirement age that push some people into corruption noting
that some also come as a result of greed.

He decried a situation where the senior citizens are not treated adequately
especially in issues relating to pensions warning that if not adequately tackled
could set bad precedents for workers who could resort to self help.

He said it was however uncalled for when people start to amass wealth through
corruption for old age warning that repercussion must surely catch up with such
people and lauded the pensioners for their selfless service to the polytechnic and
the nation during their time.

He prayed God to continue granting them good health and long life to enjoy the
fruits of their labours.

The Chairman of the pensioners, Chief Edmund Nwangbakor earlier commended
the management of the polytechnic for the cordial relationship with the pensioners
expressing readiness to continue the relationship.

He said the visit was to present the members of the Union’s newly elected

executive to the Polytechnic and find ways of mutual interest.



He regretted that in the past the union has bickered with the Polytechnic over
pension fund not knowing that the institution does not handle such funds and
pointed out that now that they know better the relationship will be more cordial.

STUDENTS SEEK POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY
IN NIGERIA

The National Association of Polytechnic Students (NAPS) yesterday called for the
upgrading of polytechnics in Nigeria to polytechnic universities, saying it remains
a sure way of maximizing education potential in the country.

The students who were at the Federal Polytechnic Oko, Anambra State to present
an award on the Rector Prof. Godwin Onu were led by the National Vice President
and the Senior Stakeholders Chairman of NAPS and the Senate president of NAPS
Comrades Nwagwu Liberty, Armstrong Ovie-Afabor and Ochei Moses
respectively.

They said they were impressed by the agitation of the Federal Polytechnic Oko to
be upgraded to a Polytechnic University, insisting that it will check the
discrimination and marginalization of polytechnic graduates.

The students decried the discrepancy between graduates of universities and
polytechnic, adding that it does give equal rooms for development.

According to them, “NAPS are victims of university/polytechnic dichotomy and
marginalization. It is unfair. So we support and applaud your agitation for the
polytechnic university status for your institution. This agitation today will form a
bedrock for other agitations. We appeal to you not to relent in the agitation it will
be a turning point in polytechnic education in Nigeria”.

Before presenting an award to Onu, the students said they were impressed by the
spate of development his administration has achieved in the last two years adding
that it was the report of his transformation of the institution that has attracted him
the award after they discreetly inspected the facilities he put in place.

Responding, Onu said he was humbled by the award adding that the award will
spur him to achieve greater things in the polytechnic, adding that Nigeria has



limited number of universities compared to its population and called for the
upgrading of polytechnics to polytechnic universities.

Onu said the Polytechnic University will retain its National and Higher National
Diplomas but will in addition offer Bachelor of Technology, adding that it will
help resolve the issue of discrimination among graduates of both institutions and
offer lecturers at both institutions opportunity to maximize their potentials.

SSANIP SEEKS REPRESENTATION

The Senior Staff Association of Nigeria Polytechnics (SSANIP) recently sought
representation at the Disciplinary Committee of the federal Polytechnic Oko.

The Chairman of SSANIP Anukam Alex and other members of the executive were
in a parley with the School management when the group raised the issue saying
that every union should be represented in such committees to give them sense of
belonging.

They also urged the management to overhaul the Servicom department to ensure
equity and urged the management to douse the tension generated by pension
deduction.

The Rector, Prof. Godwin Onu commended them for towing the path of dialogue
insisting that jaw-jaw was better than war-war.

He promised to include them in the committee and explained the management
commitment to the welfare of the staff.



Management and SSANIP members in a group photograph after the parley.

OGBULI DONATES TROPHIES TO OKOPOLY

In line with the management’s plea for positive support, Sir Samuel Ogbuli

recently donated Trophies to boost sports development in Federal Polytechnic,
Oko.

Presenting the Trophies to the Rector in his office, Sir Ogbuli said the donation is
aimed at recognizingmanagement’s contributions towards the development of
sports in the Institution.

According Sir Ogbuli who is also a chief coach in the Polytechnic, “It is on record

that the Institution has been performing creditably well all through the past
NIPOGA years”.

He said he was particularly motivated to support sports in the Institution being the
first athlete to capture Dr. Dikkos Cup for three successive NIPOGA games year in
the events of 100meter Men in the 1976, 1978 and 1979 as a young athlete.

Ogbuli further commended Prof. Godwin Onu’s contributions to sports
development and charged him to maintain the tempo.



Receiving the Trophies, the Rector, Prof. Godwin Onu said his management has
adopted an all round development strategy to assure that students receive both
physical and mental developments.

Onu commended the gesture from Ogbuli and called on other people to emulate his
good work.

He equally revealed that his request to the state governor to extend Rector’s Cup to

primary and secondary schools within the environment is still being awaited
adding that such is his little way of empowering and developing more talents.

Prof. Onu also appealed to well to do Nigerians to also assist positive ideas to
develop youths and to create more opportunities for their development.

Among the trophies donated include: 2 cups for Volleyball, (Men and Women),
with redeemable price of N10,000 each, 2 cups for 100meters, (Men and Women),
with redeemable price of N3,000 each.

Sir Ogbuli had earlier donated a Football trophy to the school of Environmental,
Men, with redeemable price of N10, 000 and a set Jerseys for their team.

SLT STUDENTS VISITS OBUDU CATTLE RANCH

Students of Since Laboratory Technology (SLT) Federal Polytechnic Oko recently
embarked on excursion at the Obudu Cattle Ranch, Cross River State.

The excursion which lasted for three days saw the students touring the facilities at
the ranch was organized by the executives of National Association of Science
Laboratory Technology Students (NASTES).

Highpoints of the excursion included gala night at Eja’s Golden Hotel and Suite

and cable car ride among others. One of the students, Miss Onyinye Iwudo who
spoke to Poly News expressed happiness with the leadership of NASTES for
organizing such wonderful excursion, adding that from available records they were
first group to visit the ranch from the Federal polytechnic Oko.



She said the excursion afforded them the opportunity to socialize with other people
who were at the ranch as at the time of their visit, stressing that the experience will
remain indelible in their lives.

Science Laboratory Technology Students in Obudu

The President of NASTES, Comrade Onyima Chibuike thanked the members of
the association for high sense of comportment throughout the excursion period.

He commended the management of the polytechnic for providing enabling
environment for learning in the institution and urged other students associations to
key into the developmental strides of the polytechnic especially in the issue of
actualizing a polytechnic university status for the institution.

NATIONAL SERVICE OF NO RETURN

Fedpoly Students mourn death of colleague



Students of the Federal Polytechnic Oko, Anambra State and members of the
National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) are presently in grief and brimming with
emotion over a tragic loss that befell them. They are mourning the death of a
colleague, Chijioke Benjamin Okonkwo alias Okons who died in an auto crash
while on NYSC assignment.

During a memorial procession held for the late Okons, the students and some corps
members who were all dressed in their black mourning attire, wept all through as
they walked from the polytechnic’s main gate to different parts of the institution,

carrying the pictures of their fallen colleague.

The Nnewi-born entertainer, the late Okons, who recently graduated from the
Department of Mass Communication reportedly died alongside another corps
member following an accident involving a 14-seater Volkswagen with plate
number AE 135 JUX, which was conveying the corps members from the Benue
State Orientation Camp in Wannume, to their places of primary assignment in
Oturkpo.

Speaking on the tragic incident, the Chairman of the Oko Chapter of the Academic
Staff Union of Polytechnics (ASUP), Dr. Onyeka Uwakwe called for quick
compensation for the family of the deceased, noting that Okons died in active
service to the country.

His words, “the passing away of Okons is untimely. We mourn his exit and did not

expect it. He is one of our best, very hard working and respectful. Ultimately
Okons was a promising young boy”.

ACTIVE SERVICE

“I am of the view that Federal government should take responsibility for his burial.
Beyond that, the family should be compensated quickly because he died in active
service. He died after his parents has finished training him and he has gone to serve
his father land. It was a big disappointment to the entire family and indeed my
department (Mass communication).

Another lecturer who gave her name as Mrs. Egbue Constance described the death
of Okons as very unfortunate, adding that she wept openly like a baby the day she
got the news. The lecturerwho teaches Journalism Ethics said “even the HND



Course Rep who broke the news to me, I almost pushed him into the gutter.
Honestly I wept, I felt so bad. This is a boy I knew so well, very friendly and very
lively. He was all over the place. Everybody knew him, he was very nice. So it is
very unfortunate”.

A French lecturer, Adimekwe Stella told Vanguard Metro that she wished the
accident had left the late Okons two legs paralyzed so  that people will at least
have the opportunity of contributing to buy a wheel chair for him, adding she
would even sponsor the wheel chair instead of seeing him die at this hour of the
day.

She said, “I am sad to hear that Okons is dead; my heart is even bleeding. I

couldn’t believe thyat death would strike Okons by this time of the day. The death
is very sudden and it is uncalled for. I don’t know if Okons death is natural or man-
made; that is my own feeling about his death. If it is natural death, may his soul
rest in peace but if it is man-made the person will suffer for it”.

Mr. Okika an entrepreneurship lecturer described Okons death as an insurgency
that came on a vibrant young man who went for his youth service adding: “Okons

death is a grievous development. We are mourning. Death is an insurgency and we
are very sorry on how Okons has fallen into the insurgency of death. Students here
are touched by it including lecturers of the institute because he was a good student.
The situation is pitiable, a vibrant guy who went for his youth service only to meet
death on his finaldeparture from the NYSC camp”.

A close friend and classmate of the deceased who is still serving, Ejike Agbancha
pointed out that his departed friend was entitled to what a civil servant would have
received in same circumstance because he died in active service.

“He did not die going to visit his friend, he did not die going to the market, he died

while going to the place of his primary assignment on that fateful July 23 2012. So
whatever is due to a civil servant who died in active service is due to our friend,
Okons”. He said

Meanwhile, a student of the Mass Communication Department, Chimezie Ezembu
has urged the institute to dedicate a minute silence to Okons, adding that a holiday



could also be declared in his honour. She stressed that when the deceased was at
the Federal Polytechnic Oko, he put smile on the faces of many.

“Okons death is so painful. The last time he was in school it was an opportunity for

us to chat happily. So when I heard that he was dead, it was very shocking. Okons
was too good to die but we cannot question God on why he died. We just give God
praise for everything”. She said

The remains of Okons have been committed to earth at his home town in Nnewi,
Anambra state.

(Culled from VANGUARD Newspaper)

RECTOR’S CUP ENDS IN STYLE

The 2012 edition of the Rector’s Cup has come and gone but the memories will

linger on in the minds of the polytechnic community especially as the School of
Financial Studies emerged double champions in the male and female football
competitions.

Other sports that were keenly contested in the competition were Handball,
volleyball and field athletics and track events.

The Finals of female football competition between Schools of Information
Technology and Financial Studies ended in 1-1 draw at full time before the School
of Financial Studies won the day in a penalty shootout.

But when the male counter parts entered the pitch, the tension was almost visible
as the visiting Atani Campus team in their black jerseys and the School of financial
Studies traded hostilities for the whole of 90 minutes.

A first half goal by the school of Financial Studies eventually nailed the coffin for
the visiting team as the game ended one goal in favour of School of Financial
Studies at regulated time.

In his remarks before presenting the trophies the donour of the cups and Rector of
the federal Polytechnic Oko, Prof. Godwin Onu said this year’s final of the



tournament was very remarkable and spectacular especially as at coincided with
the visit of the Indians who were in the institution to sign a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) on Nanotechnology.

Onu said that the Rector’s Cup has its history but has continued to grow stronger

every year, adding that there is always room for improvement.

He recalled that the management of the Polytechnic had last year appealed to the
State government to allow it extend the competitition to both Secondary and
Primary schools to complement the State government’s efforts in developing sports

at the grassroots.

He regretted that the State Government was yet to give the polytechnic a go ahead
and appealed to the Representative of the state government to remind the governor,
Mr. Peter Obi of the appeal to allow the polytechnic to make the Rector’s Cup a

state affair.

According to him, the spirit of sports lies in the participation as it helps in the
development of the mind and body and urged them to accept a no victor no loser
status.

He urged the students to always remain focused and be of good behaviours at all
time and called on them to show commitment in whatever they do “no victory is

easy and so it is in life. I want to assure you that we will continue to support Sorts
development here and beyond”.



Prof. Godwin Onu performing the kich off

Success greeted with presentation of trophy



Director of Sports, Ven. Jonathan Umeasiegbu (left) and Coach, Sir Samuel
Ogbuli

Prof. Onu addressing the crowd before presentation of trophies



LONDON 2012 OLYMPICS & ITS OUTCOME

The London 2012 was a major international multi sports event celebrated in the
tradition of Olympic Games as governed by the International Olympic Committee
(I.O.C) that took place in London, United Kingdom (UK) from 27th July to 12th of
August 2012. More than 10,000 athletes from 204 National Olympic Committee/
Nations participated in the 30th Olympiad. The origin of Olympics is the Ancient
Greek City-State Athens, thus, much credence is customarily accorded her in any
Olympic Games.

However, the London 2012 Opening Ceremony was more of a movie than a
spectacle. Great Britain staged the world in a remarkable fashion, quite distinct
from previous Games, as Queen Elizabeth 11 opened the Games officially in
company of Prince Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh. The event also featured
performances from renowned stars such as Daniel Craig (James Bond), Rowan
Atkinson (Mr. Bean) and David Beckham to mention but a few.

At this point, the stage was cleared, as the world was ushered into Great Britain for
the Olympic Games proper. The next sixteen days saw intense sporting activities
from great sports men and women, competing for honours in various capacities.
The Games did not disappoint, hence, it lived up to its billing, as history was made,
even as records were shattered and set, as well. American Michael Phelps emerged
as the world most decorated Olympian, gulping 22 medals in three Olympic
outing, with 18 Gold, 2 Silver and 2 Bronze medals.

The Games equally saw Jamaican sprinter, Usain Bolt (the world’s fastest man)

successfully defend his Beijing 2008 100m, 200m and 400 by 100m Relay titles
consecutively. Bolt smashed his own 100m Olympic record by running a new
Olympic record time of 9.63secs as against his previous record of 9.69secs held in
Beijing 2008, equaling Carl Lewis record, by becoming the second man in history
to defend both 100m and 200m consecutively. He also led the Jamaican 400
by100m Relay team to glory by setting an unbelievable time of 36.73secs in that
category, taking his all time Olympic gold tally to six.



It is pertinent to note that, Great Britain recorded her best Olympic outing in the
London Games by amassing amazing 65 medals, just a margin more compared to
Australia when she hosted the Games in 2004. While records were set and
matched, some athletes were shown the exit doors for gross misconduct. Over
Eight athletes were disqualified by the International Olympic Committee (I.O.C)
for alleged cases of racism, doping and cheating, thereby saving the image of the
beautiful Games from further disrepute.

London 2012 came to a close on 12th August, with Team US finishing strongest in
the Medals Table, amassing 104 medals with 49 Gold, 29 Silver and 29 Bronze.
They are followed closely by China, who gathered 88 medals, 38 Gold, 27 Silver
and 23 Bronze. Great Britain (Host) came third with, 29 Gold, 17 Silver and 19
Bronze, making it 65 medals in all.

From African standpoint, South Africa finished 24th on the Medals Log and 1st in
the continent. Ethiopia, Kenya, Gabon, Tunisia, Uganda, Botswana and Egypt all
made the Log. Conspicuously missing on the Log was Team Nigeria, in what
proved to be her worst outing, she was unable to secure a single medal.

Though Nigeria came close to winning ways in 100m Female, Triple Jump Male
and Judo Male, her efforts were adjudged extremely poor back home. Resulting to
strong calls for personnel sanctions and overhauling of the Sports Ministry.
However, it still remains to be seen whether serious actions will be taken by the
Federal Government to thwart a repeat dismal performance in the next edition.

All in all, London 2012 will go down the history lane as one of the most
memorable events the world has ever seen. The Game was full of thrills, action and
suspense. It recorded the highest number of viewer ship with staggering figure of
over One billion viewers across the globe. Notable also is the fact that 85 nations
won 853 medals out of possible 860 medals.

The closing Ceremony climaxed the Opening Ceremony with amazing scenes, all
showcasing the rich cultural heritage of Great Britain. More importantly, farewell
and appreciative message were sent to the entire world by the Host (Great Britain).
The Olympic torch was extinguished and officially handed over to Brazil, the 2016
Host.



While the pictures of London 2012 may fade, its memories will undoubtedly
remain ever fresh in our minds. All roads lead to Rio deJaneiro 2016- the next
Home of Olympics. Cheers!!!!!!

(Ogbu Ugonna C. wrote in from Physical Planning Unit of the Polytechnic)
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